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PREFACE
My father, Thomas Zuk, joined the ACA in 1909 and I was born into the ACA in
1923, so now in 2011 we have had over a century of wonderful canoeing. This collection
contains our experiences in the Eastern part of the country, touring, paddling racing,
sailing racing and designing and making canoes and kayaks, paddles and rigs. We also
contributed our time and abilities administratively. We have both been Commodore of the
ACA. Dad served on the U.S. Olympic Committee, I was on both he ICF Slalom and
Sailing Committees. I am also the Historian of the ACA Sailing Committee. I have been
an official in the ACA since 1956. I started running Red Cross Canoe Classes in 1937
and instruction and coaching have been part of all my activities.
I have seven file cabinets of papers dealing with canoeing, and boxes of old
magazines. I did not carefully label them and store them neatly. I just put them in old
boxes in the basement. I did the same thing with boats paddles and rigs. When I built a
new canoe or kayak, I didn’t sell the old one because I didn’t want to sell someone
something that was obsolete and he couldn’t win anything with it. I do regret selling one
canoe and loaning one canoe which was wrecked. So, I had a dozen historic boats
around. I say historic because they were all National Champions or a new design or
innovation.
When I knew that I would have to move from my house, I started to look for
places to put things. With the help of a long time friend and fellow National Champion
canoe sailor, Ed Kattell, I was most fortunate. Ed was on the Acquisition Committee for
the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, NY and introduced me to then Curator, John
Summers, and Curator of collections Jessica Phinney. They indicated they would like the
1910 Peterborough, winner of the Open Canoe Sailing Trophy right there at Sugar Island
in 1911! Further discussion with them and the new Curator, Dan Miller, resulted in their
accepting my whole collection. I was delighted! I started by taking 12 of my canoes and
kayaks to them with a Suburban load of magazines and publications.
I was able to get three more canoes for them. I wanted to tell the stories of these
notable canoes and kayaks and to write about the background of the canoe activities for
which they were designed and used. I started writing and the stories came to life.
Among the documents are my own log books and many clippings, pictures and motion
pictures. So, what I say is authenticated unless I say that it is approximate or as best as I
remember.
The result is this booklet of the history of some kinds of canoeing activity in the
Eastern part of the U.S. and Canada and of the boats that are in the Antique Boat Museum
in Clayton, NY.
Hope you enjoy them.

Larry Zuk
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
100 YEAR HISTORY 1907 -- 2006
CRUISING CLASS SAILING
Larry Zuk
I have always been curious about the origins and history of the CRUISING CLASS of
sailing canoe. So now as we approach the hundredth anniversary of the two major trophies
for this kind of racing, I decided to investigate further. The first competitions for the
Cruising Trophy at the national level at Sugar Island and the Lady Bug Trophy at the
Atlantic Division Regatta were held in 1907 and have continued ever since. What happened
in 1907? What was going on in 1906? How had sailing the open canoe developed?
People smile when I say the American Canoe Association was founded by a group of
cruising, sailing kayakers and sometimes laugh out loud when I call the International Ten
Meter Sailing Canoe the Sailing Kayak. In North American English, they are both correct. So
I was happy to find these quotes in Outdoor Magazine in 1889 by C. Boyer Vaux, first winner
of the Sailing Trophy.
In his discussion of "The Evolution of Canoeing", he says, "Civilized canoeing has
been progressing in two distinct and parallel lines. [1] The evolution from the dug-out and
Indian birch is the canoe now used in Canada. In model it has few varieties, closely
connected, but the main evolution of late years has been in construction. The single blade is
practically used entirely; and the kneeling position,- sometimes varied by the sitting posture
on high seats often across the gunwales,-differs greatly from the position the paddler takes
when using the double blade. These canoes rarely carry sail and the double blade has been
used but little,-principally in racing. [2] The kayak of the Esquimaux gave the idea of a
decked canoe to the civilized canoeist; and this canoe became generally known when
Macgregor wrote it up. A double paddle is always used, the paddler sitting quite low down in
the well and leaning against a backboard hung from the deck."
And later he writes, "The canoe carrying sail is derived from the kayak, through the
Rob Roy, to and beyond the Nautilus No.3. It has no connection with the birch and is
independent of it."
In the winter of 1906 -- 1907 the two most important trophies of what is now known
as "The Cruising Class" were established, officially designating this as a sailing class of the
American Canoe Association, and this class has been contested ever since. The first of these
trophies was the "Lady Bug Trophy", given to the Atlantic Division as the Atlantic Division
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Championship by A. M. Poole, whose canoe was the Lady Bug. The deed of gift has been
attached to this article. The other trophy was "The Open Canoe SailingTrophy", for which a
collection was taken, and was designated to be raced at the National Encampment and was
therefore, in effect, the National Championship.
So what happened between 1879 and 1906 that "civilized" these open canoes that were
descended, at least in general shape, from the birch bark of the Indian?
In the Rice lake region of Ontario, in 1858, I.S. Stephenson developed and built
canoes of basswood in the general shape of the birch bark canoe but built of lightweight strip
planking and narrow ribs tacked and screwed together in the European boat building style. This
was followed by the establishment of several companies which became the Peterborough,
William English, Rice Lake and others, making this type of canoe. These canoes became the
most used canoes in paddling racing in Canada and the United States and continued as such
until the Second World War.
The American Canoe Association held an Annual Encampment every year after its
founding at Lake George in 1880. Many of the early encampments were in southern Ontario,
including the Thousand Island region of the Saint Lawrence River. As usual, when sportsmen
get together they start to set up various forms of competition and so contests in sailing,
paddling, tilting, overturning and emptying and other ways of handling canoes were initiated.
The first Championship officially recognized was the ACA Record in l884. This was a threerace series of one sailing race, one paddling race and one combined race with six alternating
paddling and sailing legs, recognizing, in other words, the best "all around" canoeist!
At these Encampments they became acquainted with the Peterborough type of canoe
used by the Canadian Members and photographs of these encampments show the predominant
number of these canoes on the beach and in the water as these canoes became used in the
paddling races.
So, by the time the ACA bought Sugar Island in 1901 and held its first National
Encampment there in 1903, these were the circumstances that led to the establishment of
Open Canoe sailing and its recognition as a class which we now know as the Cruising Class,
so named because the canoes were, and are, used for camping trips or, "cruises" under paddle
and sail.
There was an annual National Encampment of the ACA at which various paddling,
sailing and tilting and other competitions wee held and Divisional Encampments at which the
same competitions were held.
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The "Sailing Canoes" which were decked, had centerboards, sliding seats and tall rigs,
were principally made by Rushton, Stevens or were imported from England. At the 1903
Encampment at Sugar Island they were from the Winchester Boat club on Mystic Lake near
Boston (which is still there where I currently do most of my sailing), from the New York
Canoe Club on Eastchester Bay, Long Island Sound, and the Knickerbocker Canoe Club on the
Hudson River. They had National Trophies, which dated from 1884, and some Divisional
Trophies.
Many of the attenders of these meets owned Peterborough type open canoes in which
they cruised and raced paddling. At least one of the Canadian builders made and sold simple
lateen sailing rigs for them.
There was a standard set of measurement rules which were made for paddling. This
provided a group of very similar canoes. It also provided a basis upon which a set of "Open
Canoe" Sailing Rules were established.
By the time of the first encampment at Sugar Island in 1903 there was a set of "Racing
Regulations" for sailing open canoes which was essentially what we have today except the
sail area was 60 square feet for any size canoe. An "Open Canoe" sailing race was also held
with four of the contestants from the New York Canoe Club and one from Park Island Canoe
Club at Trenton, New Jersey. Two of these sailors also raced in Sailing Canoes.
At Sugar Island in 1905, Open Canoe races were held with seven contestants, two of
whom also raced in Sailing Canoes. They were from the New York Canoe Club, the
Knickerbocker Canoe Club and the Admiralty Cub of Ithaca, New York.
In the Next year there was an expansion of the fleet so that at the next National
Encampment at Sugar Island in 1906 there were sixteen contestants in the Open Canoe sailing
race. Fifteen sailors raced in Sailing Canoes with four racing in both and the two new trophies
were established for 1907.
The first race for the Lady Bug Trophy was held on Saturday, May 30, 1907. There
were seven starters, the race was two miles, the wind was strong and the water rough and the
race was won by A.M. Poole of the New York Canoe Club (who had donated the Lady Bug
Trophy) in his canoe "Lady Bug", with H.D. Cochrane of the Knickerbocker Canoe Club 2nd.
The first contest for the "Open Canoe Sailing Trophy" was a series of three races held
at Sugar Island in August 1907, in which twelve open canoe sailors competed, nine of whom
also competed in decked sailing canoes. The races were three times around a triangular course
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with essentially the same rules that we now have but with a maximum sail area of 40 square
feet.
Who were these sailors? They were generally young, affluent men with high-class
addresses in New York City, or elsewhere, who were active in the ACA administration and
who cruised and raced in sailing, paddling and tilting competitions. In these first few years,
they were mostly from the New York area. The winner of the Trophy at Sugar Island, George
P. Douglas, was the National Commodore of the ACA, a Member of the Knickerbocker Canoe
Club in the Hudson at Fort Washington, who sailed a decked canoe and won paddling races.
He lived in Newark, New Jersey. The three races were closely contested with Austin M.
Poole, who also was now a Knickerbocker, and sailed a decked canoe and raced in paddling
races. He was the one who donated the "Lady Bug" Trophy to the Atlantic Division. (His
address was 36 Wall Street, New York City.) The Atlantic Division sailors were joined at
Sugar by Herman Dudley Murphy of Winchester, Massachusetts and W.G. Sparrow of
Toronto.
These men were in the prime of their racing careers. In addition to George Douglas,
E.V. Walker with De Camp, in 1907 won the 2-man double blade paddling race at the Atlantic
Division and at Sugar Island, won the 1-man single blade and 2-man single blade, 2-man
double blade and the Mixed Tandem paddling races. In 1908, E.V. Walker won the Lady Bug
and the 2-man single blade at the Atlantic Division, and at Sugar also won the ACA record,
single blade race and raced a decked as well as open sailing canoe.
Farnham Dorsey is of particular interest to me because I have a cruising canoe in
which he said he won the trophy, and which I have raced (in his honor) with original rigging.
In 1901 he won the Challenge decked canoe championship, sailing from the Winchester Boat
Club with Dudley Murphy in the Eastern Division. In 1908, he was sailing with the
Knickerbocker Canoe Club (also with a prominent New York City address), won an Atlantic
Division paddling race and at Sugar raced a decked sailing canoe, was third in the ACA
Record, second in the Open Sailing Trophy and won two of his tilting matches. In 1909, he
was listed in the Atlantic Division and Knickerbocker C.C. but with a prominent Rochester
address. At Sugar, he won the Open Sailing Trophy for the first time, was 3rd in the Record,
winning the sailing race, was third in the decked sailing championship, was second in the
Tilting and paddled in a race with Dudley Murphy of the Eastern Division. He won the Open
Sailing Trophy in 1910 and 1913, and in 1915 was listed in the Central Division but gave a
Boston address and was, at Sugar, 3rd in the Record, 3rd in the Open Sailing Trophy and second
in the race around the Island. By 1923 he was living in Rochester and must have known me as
a baby on Sugar Island but was not competing.
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Up to the First World War there was little change at Sugar Island but new sailors
entered the group in the Atlantic Division and, although except for Fred Wolters, they did not
enter races at Sugar, won the Lady Bug trophy at the divisional meets. Fred Wolters, Doug
Cummings and my uncle Jule Marshall later went on to win national honors.
During this period, although many open canoe sailors were close contenders, only
George Douglas, E.V. Walker, G.F. Henshaw, Doug Cummings and Fred Wolters had enough
skill with the paddle to win the ACA Record combined sailing and paddling trophy. However,
from 1907 to 1916, they won eight of the nine competitions. Decked Sailor Dudley Murphy
won the other. Murphy had raced in the open sailing before.
My father, Thomas Zuk and my uncle, Jule Marshall, both joined the ACA in 1909;
Tom in the Fort Washington Canoe Club and Jule in the Inwood Canoe Club, near one another
on the Hudson River. They became friends and fierce competitors. Dad met my mother,
Grace, and Jule met his wife, my dad's sister Mae, at dances at the canoe club. In 1974, at an
ACA National Meeting in Michigan, when I was elected Commodore (25 years after my
father), I met a man from the Midwest, who, upon hearing my name, said, "In the old days, it
wasn't a sailing race unless Tom Zuk and Jule Marshall were in it!" Both were fine paddling
racers and raced in various classes for their clubs. In a short time, Tom became the one-man
double-blade champion of the river, so The Associated Canoe Clubs of the Hudson paid his
way to Sugar Island to win the coveted Paddling Trophy from the Canadians -- who had
dominated it for a while. In 1913, he did, winning the one-mile, one-man double-blade
championship race "Paddling Trophy". But he never racing in that event again, although he
raced in other events for his club. Jule, although a fine paddler and seems to have started
sailing before Dad, won the Lady Bug in 1915 and 1916.
Most of these canoeists used their canoes for day paddling, ‘girling’, and paddlingsailing camping trips, so the rules and the rigs changed very little. Essentially the rules were
the same as we now have, with a 40 square foot, variable, sail area limit. The rigs were truly
hoisting and lowering and mostly lateen. Dorsey developed a rig (which I have) where the
whole mast tips back and lies on the canoe.
There were no races in 1917 and 1918 because of World War I. My father, Tom Zuk,
came back from the Army in 1919 and started sailing. In 1920 he won the Lady Bug and the
Open Canoe Trophy at Sugar. Then in 1921 he won the Open Canoe Sailing at Sugar and the
AC A Record (Admiralty Trophy) combined paddling and sailing.
In 1921, Dudley Cashmore, of Orange, New Jersey and the Knickerbocker C.C. and
Adam Whal, of the Atlantic Division appeared on the scene winning the Lady Bug and the
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Cruising trophy and Adam won the ACA Record until 1924. I can remember Adam who was
a good designer as well as decked canoe sailor. By 1924, Tom Zuk had won three of the
major trophies, the only sailor to ever win the Paddling Trophy and, in his usual style, was on
to the next, trying to win the last one -- the decked sailing Challenge Trophy. He was sailing
with the decked sailors at City Island, New York.
Most of the races for the Lady Bug were held in the Hudson at George's Island and
later near the canoe clubs at Fort Washington and Edgewater, New Jersey. Competition was
active as Douglas Cummings Sr. of Connecticut won the Lady Bug in 1924 and several
sailors, including "Wally" Clausen (founder of the Red Cross Small Craft and Canoeing
programs), Fred Blake and Frank Baldwin. But the sailing started shifting to City Island
where the decked sailors had settled, and Walter Schalle and Barney Maltz won the Lady
Bug. My father was sailing a decked Canoe at City Island and coaching their paddling team,
and I was a little kid running around Ratlif’s on weekends.
At Sugar Island from 1924 through 1929, a different group was sailing open canoes as
Coggin, Denhard and Esselborn won the Open Canoe Sailing Trophy, Gordon Douglas and
Fred Wolters won the Admiralty from 1924 to 1929, except 1928. In 1928 my Uncle Jule
Marshall moved back East from the Midwest and lived across the street. He won the Open
Canoe Sailing Trophy at Sugar Island, then the Lady Bug on the Hudson 1931, 1932 and
1933; and also the Admiralty at Sugar in 1930 and 1931. He was a fine sailor and paddler. In
1935, my Dad built a house for him in Larchmont and he started sailing a Star, only
occasionally sailing a canoe with us.
In 1930, Barney Maltz from City Island won both the Lady Bug at City Island and the
Trophy at Sugar Island. He is one of the first sailors I can really remember other than Dad and
Uncle Jule, although later on, I could remember Adam Wahl, Walter Scalle, Frank Baldwin
and Fred Wolters.
During the period from 1934 through 1941, as we all struggled to recover from the
depression, the Cruising Class fell upon hard times. There was almost no sailing on the Hudson
River as the Decked Canoe Sailors moved to City Island. Hans Waldinger took over, winning
the Ladybug Trophy every year and the Open Canoe Sailing and the Admiralty at Sugar
Island for most of those years.
In 1935, my father sufficiently recovered financially and decided that he had better get
his son, at age 12, started sailing. (I had already won boys and girls paddling races at Sugar
Island in 1934.) He had read about and seen the Willetts 17 foot canoe and thought it would
sail well. So he got one and designed a new rig with an arm on the mast so that the lateen sail
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would not rub on the mast on one side. He obtained a tent platform at the Atlantic Division
Camp at Lake Sebago and we started going there. During the next few years he and Hans
Waldinger managed to get together and hold the Lady Bug races. I remember in 1937 or 1938
at the Von Dohlin boat house at Edgewater on the Hudson, when I tied up in a canoe on a pole
in the river and ran the races for the two of them. Up and down, up and down, in the swells.
Boy! Did I get seasick? Hans was the finest paddle steering canoe sailor I ever saw!
Meanwhile, at Sebago, my Dad formed a group and, steering with a paddle, we held
handicapped sailing races in the seven canoes we managed to rig, exchanging canoes for each
race throughout the summer. I remember winning my first canoe sailing race in George
Bonnigton's 18 foot White Maine Guide Model. We sailed there until 1940 when I went to
College and the Navy. This sowed the seeds for Sailing racing at Sebego, which has been the
center of the Cruising Class ever since.
During this period of the late 1930's to World War II in 1941, Hans Waldinger
dominated the racing, winning the Lady Bug, the Cruising Trophy at Sugar and the new
"National Championship" for which Roger Wilkinson donated a Trophy in 1958. Hans was
born in Germany and played a guitar, which he had modified to be much like a lute. He sang
old German songs with great gusto. He and I played and sang many times together at Camp
Sebago and at Sugar Island the last at Dusty's Cabin probably in the 90's. During the late
1930's the Lady Bug and the National Championship were raced at City Island. Martin
Mayer and young Allen Mayer of Annapolis did each win one year at Sugar.
The Cruising Class has had a series of sailors who dominated the class for a number of
years, which in my estimation, discourages competition. We have already seen George
Douglas and then Farnham Dorsey in the beginning, then Jule Marshall and Hans Waldinger.
My father, Tom Zuk, on the other hand, would win a trophy and then go on sailing decked
canoes or something else and then come back. We have seen him win in 1920, 1921 and 1923,
then design a new rig and come back to give Hans some tough competition from 1937 to 1941
and we will see his winning again in 1947.
By 1932, Dad was the official measurer and I became his assistant. I have his
notebooks with the old measurements. At some point, in the 1920's, the sail area rule was
changed from the original 40 square feet to the present rule. At the present time, the area is
determined by the width and length of the canoe, increasing the area for wider canoes and
decreasing for longer canoes. The canoes used were the same old Peterborough Model 20 and
William English Model 16 and now the Willetts, sailed by the Zuks, Steve Lysak, Jesse
Mossberg and perhaps others.
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There were no competitions from 1942 through 1945 because of World War II. After
the war we entered a new era in all of canoeing. People acquired cars as soon as possible and
carried their canoes to many new places. The clubhouses -- where the canoes were kept and
people gathered for social reasons and for competition or just a day on the water -- started to
close or become boathouses used mostly by dinghy sailors or motor-boaters. The new
canoeists carried their boats to wilderness cruises or river runs or competitions. White water
cruising and racing gained in popularity. Small sailing dinghies were available and more
affordable in large quantities. Correspondingly, new canoes were developed, including the
aluminum canoe and later reinforced plastic (fiberglass and related) canoes. The "old time"
scene changed rapidly. Sugar Island became less important as competitions were organized in
many locations. Canoe sailing was more affected than other canoe disciplines.
For a while from 1946, the center of canoe sailing remained at City Island with a
strong fleet of decked sailing canoes. I had just come home from the Navy that summer so in
September Dad put me in the Willetts to race the National Championship. In that year I was
4th to Hans Waldinger and Doug Cummings for my first appearance in national results, and in
1947, I was 2nd to Doug Cummings Jr. I can still remember the one big heavy race when I
capsized and shook out the canoe three times and finished 2nd. Doug Cummings Jr. won that
series to start his winning streak. Tom Zuk won the Lady Bug in 1947 but from 1947, Doug
Cummings Jr. won just about whenever he raced. He won the Lady Bug in 1950, the Cruising
Trophy at Sugar in 1947, 1948 and 1949 and the National Championship every year from
1947 through 1953.
Since the beginnings of cruising sailing at Sebago in 1936, as previously mentioned,
the canoeists there had been rigging some canoes and in 1948, or shortly before, Roger
Wilkinson rejuvenated the racing at the Atlantic Division Camp at Lake Sebago where it has
been the center of the Cruising Class ever since. Roger was a fine sailor, designer and
technician who was a leader in the Canvas Canoe Sailing of the Associated Canoe Clubs of
Sheepshead Bay. He was interested in using a sailing rig which had a small mainsail for the
Cruising Class to which he added a jib and rudder for the Class-C. For this he needed to
persuade the officials that a Marconi style sail, which could be hoisted up and down, satisfied
the rule that a canoe must have a hoisting and lowering "rig". Since the original intention of
the class was to use your canoe for paddling and sailing cruising with a camp outfit in the
canoe, a thirteen foot standing mast did not meet the intent of this rule and since the rule said
“rig”, not sail, it did not fit the language of the rule either. For some reason, and with some
political influence, the interpretation of the rule was changed. I do not know the details and
would be happy to hear from anyone who has more information on the subject. I was racing
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Whitewater canoes and kayaks in Colorado but I know my father, the National Measurer, was
vehemently against the change!
In 1948 on Labor Day Weekend, the National Cruising class Championship was held
at Lake Sebago, starting a tradition that has continued to this day at the completion of 100
years of the Class. There were sixteen sailors in the series and so many are well-remembered
for their own sailing, and/or have sons and daughters racing now, that I consider it worth
listing them. Doug Cummings Jr. was first and his father Doug Sr. second with Wilkinson
third and the others in order of finish: Al Loomis, Horace Freeman, Eddie Brans, Helen
Loomis and Carla Ungar, Ambrose Maushart, Joe Klecka, Leo Polt, Joe Delahunt, Jack
Remignanti, R. Sander, Fred Uebel and A. Kulakowich. Doug Cummings and Roger
Wilkinson fought it out at Sebago through 1953 with Wilkinson winning most of the Lady
Bugs and Cummings winning the Nationals.
Cummings also won the Trophy at Sugar Island in 1947 and 1948. In 1950 and 51,
however, there was less competition at Sugar Island and in 1951, Lysak first appears in
sailing results where he was 3rd in the Trophy which was won by Leo Polt with my brother,
Tom Zuk Jr., 2nd in both the Sailing and the ACA Record Combined! -- the third Zuk in the
record book. Tom Zuk Sr. was busy being the Commodore of the ACA and a Member of the
overall US Olympic Committee.
Steve Lysak started winning with the Nationals in 1954 and he and Roger Wilkinson
alternately won the Lady bug and the Nationals at Lake Sebago from 1954 until 1967
although they did not always both race. Lysak dominated at Sugar Island from 1952 through
1964, winning the Trophy every time except in 1956 when my father, Tom Zuk, beat him in
that famous last race of the series in a heavy wind. Remember, Tom had won that trophy the
first time 37 years earlier in 1920!
The first 50 years of the two Trophies and the "Cruising" Class had now been
completed and the National Championship, "Wilkinson" Trophy had been added. The sailors,
except for Wilkinson, had been canoeists who were actively, or who had been paddling racers
who also went on camping trips sailing and paddling their canoes. The canoes were stock
model, predominately wood canoes from the Peterborough area, but a few canvas canoes at
Sebago. The rules had not changed much since the variable sail area had been introduced in
the 1920's except for the interpretation that a tall mast was allowed and only the sail, not the
rig, had to be hoisting and lowering. Different rigs had been tried but the only ones which
were still being used were the original Lady Bug lateen, Tom Zuk's modified lateen with an
arm on the mast, Lysak's bent gaff gunther type and now the new tall Marconi, usually with a
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full battened sail. The center of sailing still continued at Sugar Island but the Lady Bug and
National Championship had moved from the Hudson River to City Island to Lake Sebago.
Sebago is a wonderful place for sailing because the group of canoeing paddlers and
campers who own canoes is there all the time, permitting frequent scheduling of races. Also,
the lake has reasonably good, if changeable, sailing conditions with no motor boats and little
other boat traffic and, most of all, ACA members who have taken leadership roles in helping
rig canoes and conducting the races. The camp maintained its leadership for the next 50 years!
In 1968, Joe Klecka, former paddling racer and camper at Sebago and Sugar, started
winning with the Cruising Trophy at Sugar Island and the Lady Bug and the Nationals at
Sebago and continued this dominance through 1977. Gordon Miller was also a paddler and
camper at Sebago and rigged a Mohawk Ranger canoe which is still winning races today with
its third owner! He started his winning streak with the Nationals in 1976 and both the
Nationals and the Lady Bug in 1978. Leo Polt and Al Loomis won the Lady Bug in 1972 and
1975 but, for the most part, Joe Klecka and Al Gordon Miller fought it out with Miller wining
most frequently until 1985. The Sebago fleet was prospering with enjoyable competition
except Miller and Klecka kept winning all the time. But the others had competitions with each
other. In 1970, when I returned East, there were 21 canoes in the Nationals.
In 1970, I returned from winning white-water championships in Colorado, where I’d
been racing Dave Fishman's old 1953 decked sailing canoe in one-of-a-kind sailing races and
starting a small fleet of six sailing canoes in Denver. I went to Sugar Island and sailed but did
not race. I then restored the 1936 Willetts, which my Dad had been racing and that I had
learned to sail in, and with its original rigging and sail, started cruising racing in New
England. In 1972, I went to Sugar Island and got a second in the race around the Island for
my first real canoe sailing race since the Nationals at City Island in 1947! That Labor Day I
went to Sebago and resumed sailing there. There were 12 canoes in the series where I was 3rd
to Joe Klecka and Joe Ryan. In 1973 it was similar. Leo Polt won the Lady Bug and I was
back in the pack; at Sugar it was Klecka, Ryan, Zuk, and at the Nationals at Sebago we had
17 canoes racing with Klecka's winning again. This is probably when the picture was taken
with all the "old" Sebago sailors and Joe Klecka with the Trophy. Al Miller and I are the only
sailors still around, and I am the only one still racing although there are sons and daughters
now racing. Fred Uebel's two sons, Don and Tom, and his grandson are racing. Al Loomis'
daughter, Sherrie Winkworth and Joe Ryan's daughter, Joan Krilla, are racing.
Joe Klecka continued his winning ways through 1977. Lysak was sailing decked
canoes, Wikinson was sailing Class-C canoes in Rumson and Joe Ryan was giving him the
closest competition. Al Miller was progressing and I was racing the old canoe but busy being
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the Commodore of the ACA, on the ICF Congress and an Olympic Official. Unfortunately, the
fleet of cruising canoes became smaller as older canoeists dropped out.
I realized that the old Willetts was not really competitive. So, in 1977, I finally got
time to design and build a new canoe specifically for cruising sailing. This was the first
major change in the canoes used in the Cruising Class. Before this, stock model canoes were
used which were designed, or just evolved, for paddling, girling, or other purposes. The canoes
used were selected by the "least bad" method. From all the canoes available these seemed to
be the best: the William English Model 16, the Peterborough Model 20, and the Willetts
from the old wood canoes, and the Mohawk Ranger fiberglass canoe, and were the favorites.
In 1977 and 1978 I designed and built the strip canoe of Sitka spruce with mahogany
gun'ils and trim I called the "Osprey", the first canoe designed specifically for open canoe
sailing. I got second to Miller that year at Sebago but did not go to Sugar where Bill Kopko
won the Trophy. But in 1979, while it was Miller - Zuk - Klecka at Sebago, I beat Al Miller
for the Cruising Trophy at Sugar Island -- the third member of the family with his name on
the trophy. Then in 1980, Miller continued his winning ways at Sebago while at Sugar the
three of us battled it out in heavy winds. Although the smallest in the race, I won the first
and third triangular races, Klecka got two seconds but won the second, windward-leeward
race, and by the scoring system of that time, got extra points and got the Trophy even though
I beat the two of them two out of three races! Al Miller continued winning at Sebago and in
1981 and 1982 when he was at Sugar Island.
When I first met Joe Klecka at Sebago I was 12 years old and Joe was about 20. He
was one of the young men attracted to the Camp at Lake Sebago and then to the sport of canoe
paddling racing which was what we now call "sprint", Olympic Style racing. Joe was a New
York city Fireman, as so many Sebago paddlers are, and later became a Chief. Joe loved to
play the harmonica and lead the singing at the campfires which he did with much gusto! I was
learning to play the guitar at Sebago and the Boy Scouts. So, I learned and played all the old
Sebago songs which I still do. We played and sang later at Sugar Island and in his last few
years when campfires were a thing if the past, I made it a point to take my guitar and go to
Joe's cabin and we would play together. He loved it so! Joe was a big man, a good sailor and
a great competitor!
When Joe Klecka, Al Miller and I were competing at our best in the middle of the
Saint Lawrence River in 1979-1980, I was 56 years old, Joe was about 64 and Al 45. Joe was
the biggest at over 200 pounds, Al was in the middle and I was the smallest at 150 pounds.
Joe raced to about 75 years old, I am 84 and still racing and Al sailed large boats but, at 72, is
rigging a canoe to come back. Not bad for some old National Championship canoe paddlers!
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In 1980, at the 100th Anniversary Class-C National regatta at Lake George, Ed Kartell
and I and our wives had a breakfast which had a great effect on Canoe sailing. We discussed
what we could do to increase participation (although 35 canoes raced in that regatta!) and as a
result Ed had Jensen design and Mohawk make a canoe for open sailing, which he called the
"Ultima". A year later, I designed and started producing a reasonably priced canoe sail and
rig, and established rules for the ACA Class sailing canoe. The sail was especially designed to
be eligible for the Cruising Class on most canoes. While the history of the ACA Class is a
different story, the class had two effects on the Cruising Class. It did help by providing
available, high quality rigs. Since 1983, I have raced in the Cruising Class in every regatta
with an ACA Class rig, steering with a paddle, and many others have used them. At Sebago
we have Cruising Class races with 4 or 5 ACA rigs out of 7 canoes and have had a regatta
with ACA Class, steering with a paddle.
On the other hand, in 1983 racing began in the ACA Class with Class-C sailors and
Cruising sailors joining in to make it very popular, so that at Sugar Island the schedule
became shorter and eventually the Cruising Races, with few contenders, were squeezed out.
In 1984 and 1985 I won the ACA Class Nationals and Sugar Island series and Miller was not
there, leaving Klecka with the Cruising Trophy. Al Miller had added a rudder to his canoe and
was winning the Class C Nationals!
Al Miller's dominance at Sebago in the Lady Bug and National Championships
continued through 1985. Then I won the Lady Bug in 1986 and the Nationals in 1987 and 1989
leaving the other races to Klecka. In 1985, Tom Uebel appeared with a second in the Lady
Bug and in 1986 with a 4th in the Nationals. He had been sailing at Sebago for several years
and then in 1988 Tom Uebel won the Lady Bug and the Nationals at Sebago for the first time!
I didn't race at Sebago that summer so he didn't get the pleasure of beating me. From 1989
through 1993, four to six canoes raced at Sebago. Klecka won some, I didn't sail there much,
winning the Lady Bug once, but Tom Uebel, Dave Winkworth and Sherrie Winkworth won
the Lady Bug and the Nationals, sometimes beating Klecka.
At Sugar Island the schedules had been shortened to only four days of racing, including
the race around the Island, and three race series for the Class-C and ACA classes. There was
not sufficient time nor were there enough sailors for the Cruising Class. Unfortunately, the
Cruising Trophy was not contested after 1987 or 1988.
From 1994 through 1996, I won the Lady Bug. But in the Nationals in 1995 and Lady
Bug in 1997, Alan Perault took over and won both through 1999. Alan came to Sebago
because his wife was the life guard at the dock. I met him at a pot luck supper and had a long
talk with him and others encouraged him to come try sailing. Someone loaned him a canoe
!
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and in 1992 one evening I met him out on the lake by chance and gave him a few pointers on
paddle sailing. Others encouraged him and he bought Al Miller's Ranger which was a very fast
canoe which he sailed well. From 1995 in the Nationals and 1997 in the Lady Bug he
dominated the racing. I couldn't beat him with a 45 foot ACA Class sail on the Osprey, which
usually carries a 50 foot fully battened Marconi sail. The few times I beat him were in light
winds when I put on the tall Marconi rig. On the other hand, he never beat me in about 12
races in the ACA Class where we both had the same sail. Alan also branched out and did some
racing in the Class-C and ACA class races and was starting to do well. He was a good sailor!
Because of some problems with his hands he retired from racing.
In 1991, with Ted Van Dusen, I designed and we built the canoe which I had intended to
be the canoe for the ACA Class. I named it the "Dragonfly" after the emblem of my father’s
old Fort Washington Canoe Club, which we had on all of our canoes and equipment. It came
after ten years but proved itself in the Class-C and ACA classes by winning many National
Championships. I own the mold and let it be used by any ACA member. Ted molds the light
weight carbon fiber composite hulls. My 17'6" by 35.5" Dragonfly weighs 41 pounds. The
second Dragonfly was permanently decked at 59 pounds for rudder steering in the Class-C
and ACA Classes. I have raced only in the open Dragonfly with an ACA Class sail, steering
with a paddle, in every class since winning its first Trophy, the Lady Bug in 1992.
In 2000 and 2001, I won the Lady Bug and the Nationals. Like my father, Tom Zuk, I
do not think it is good to have one person dominating a class for a long period, which has
repeatedly happened in the Cruising Class. It stifles competition. Tom would win and then go
on to something else, so you will find his name in these trophies in 1920-23, in 1947, and in
1956 -- a period of 37 years. In a similar manner, I started canoe sailing racing in 1936 at
Sebago, then 2nd in the Nationals in 1946-47 and then back in 1972 to win the Trophy at Sugar
Island in 1979, and all three of the trophies several times until 2003. This was mixed in with
the ACA Record -- Admiralty Trophy -- at Sugar in l978 and the National Championships in
the ACA Class sailing. I purposely did not race many races, to encourage competition but I
have raced for 72 of the first 100 years of the Cruising Class.
In 2002 I decided to see how the old canoes would do in today's competition. The rules
were substantially the same except the rigs were truly hoisting and lowering. So in the Lady
Bug I sailed Farnham Dorsey's 1908 Peterborough which had won the Trophy at Sugar Island
several times from 1909 through 1913. I used the original rigging with a copy of the original
sail and the whole mast and sail tip back and store on the thwarts and can be easily hoisted and
lowered. The canoe did very well and I got a second in the Lady Bug to Don Uebel, long time
paddler and sailor at Sebago. Then in the National Championships, I raced my Dad's Willetts,
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the canoe I had first learned to sail in 1935,68 years earlier. I won the Nationals in the old
Willetts which, I found had never won that Trophy before!
In the early 2000's Mick Raffle started taking a leadership role and building up the
sailing at Sebago at which he has done a great job. In 2003, he asked me to come down and
give everyone some tips on paddle steering. It was refreshing since there were several
younger, developing sailors, like Mick and Dave Sherman, who continued to sail very well.
We started by sailing around the lake without any paddles or steering devices, and went on
from there. I also left my best Cruising Sailing canoe, Osprey, for them to use. Tom Uebel, a
fine sailor, who had won the Trophies in l988 and was returning after recovering from cancer
of the lung, borrowed the Osprey. So, although I won the Lady Bug, Tom won the Nationals
in 2003 and was off on a winning streak.
In the winter, I built and rigged Dragonfly number 8, with an ACA Class rig, for Tom
and he picked it up in April, 2004 at my house. At Sebago all summer it was Tom Uebel-Larry Zuk. I won six individual races but he won all the series. Mick Raffle set up to run all
the open canoe Nationals at Sebago and Lake Tiorati, near camp. The Finns came to sail with
us. They had adopted the ACA Class as a National Class and brought their sails. We loaned
them canoes for all the races. Tom Uebel beat me for the Cruising Class National
Championship, with an ACA Class lateen sail. Then with the same Dragonfly, he went on to
win both the Class-C and ACA Class nationals, steering with a paddle! No one had ever won
the Class-C with a paddle and no one had ever won all three open canoe sailing classes, let
alone in the same year!
Mick Raffle was also improving and sailing very well in Al Miller's old Ranger. In 2005
he won both the Lady Bug and the National Championship at Sebago. Tom was still sailing the
Dragonfly with the ACA Class sail.
Over the winter I designed and we made a Marconi style cruising sail for the Dragonfly
and with Ted Van Dusen developed a carbon fiber mast to be available for all open canoe
sailors. In 2006, with the Marconi rig, Tom Uebel again won both the Lady Bug and the
Cruising Class National Championship at Lake Sebago.
One hundred years of competition of the "Cruising Class" as a recognized Class of
Sailing Canoe in the ACA has now been completed and we are preparing for the 100th
Anniversary of the Trophies in 2007. In general, what had transpired over the hundred years
and what had changed?
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SUMMARY:
Activity: In 1906 at Sugar Island there were 16 Canoes racing and in 1907 there were 7
racing in the Lady Bug and there were three series of races at Sugar Island with 13
participants.
In 2006 there were 6 canoes in the Lady Bug and 7 in the Nationals but there was
no competition at Sugar Island. The two cruising canoe sailors who were there
sailed in the Class-C and ACA Class races. The most competitors that I have come
across in any major competition was 21 sailors in the Cruising Nationals at Lake
Sebago in 1972 and 35 sailors in the Class-C Nationals at the 100th Anniversary
Celebration at Lake George in 1980. In many years the Cruising Class competitions
had only two!
The canvas canoe classes A, B, and C were recognized by the ACA in 1935 and the
ACA Class, in which you can sail your cruising canoe with an ACA sail, was added
in l983 to the Open Canoe sailing, offering alternative classes for the sailing
canoeist.
Rules:

The rules for the canoes and rigs in the Cruising Class have not materially
changed since around 1920 when the rule for the varying sail area based on the
length and width of the canoe was adopted. Before that the sail area was limited to
40 square feet.
I don't know of any canoe which qualified in 1907 that would not meet the class
rules today. In 2002, I got second in the Lady Bug in Farnham Dorsey's 1908
Peterborough with original rig and won the Nationals in Tom Zuk's and my 1935
Willetts with original rigging. But, except for a few of us who sail ACA Class sails,
I do not know of any canoes now racing in the class that would have qualified in
1907. The tall standing masts would not have been allowed.
The original intent was to race the canoes that they already had and used for cruising
with a rig that would be lowered and stowed on the canoe without a tall mast
sticking up hindering stability and access under overhanging branches and bridges.
The interpretation that a hoisting and lowering sail constituted a hoisting and
lowering rig changed all that and changed the rigs from all-purpose cruising rigs to
highly technical tall, fully battened, sails with complicated rigs with rotating masts,
outhauls, Cunninghams and travelers.
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Canoes: The original canoes used were the wood, Peterborough style, canoes which
they used for cruising and paddling racing.
The canoes used today are almost all modified commercially-made fiberglass hulls
or modern especially designed carbon fiber composite hulls. I have participated in
this change to computer assisted design and carbon fiber-composite canoes and
masts which win championships.
Sailors: In 1907 the competitors were young men actively engaged in paddling racing, tilting
and sailing decked canoes.
A major change has been the participation of women in this sport. Competition
between men and women on an equal basis is rare in international sports. Now the
competitors tend to be older men and women but in this particular sailing class are
mostly former paddling racers. Those who came from sailing other sailing boats
tend to sail in the rudder steering classes of canoes.
Of Special Note: More than any racing class, the cruising class sailors have come from a
group of comrades who socialize, camp, cruise, travel and otherwise enjoy the
outdoors together. Or conversely, the activity of the sailing has helped to bring
together and sustain this kind of group. The two centers of Cruising Sailing -- the
Atlantic Division Camp at Lake Sebago and the National Encampment at Sugar
Island -- have been important to this process. The competition, though intense and
serious, therefore, is more friendly and there has been throughout the 100 years
great mutual respect and help for others.
Outstanding: Most of the sailors of note were mentioned in the history as we progressed
through the 100 years, however, as we look back we get an overall view and some
careers stand out and are worthy of mentioning:
Tom Zuk won these trophies over the longest period for 37 years (1920--1956) and also won
the ACA Record, combined paddling and sailing trophy. He sailed a decked canoe for several
years, designed new rigs and was National Measurer from 1933 to 1956. He was National
One-man, double-blade, Paddling Champion, Commodore of the ACA and member of the
United States Olympic Committee. He sailed and coached on the Hudson, at Lake Sebago, at
City Island and at Sugar Island. He was a camper, canoe cruiser and devoted Sugar Islander.
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Joe Klecka won for 29 years from 1964 through 1992 and probably won these trophies more
times than anyone. He was a national paddling champion, worker at Sebago and Sugar
Island, and was always the leader, playing his harmonica and singing, at the campfire.
Larry Zuk has been racing in the cruising class the longest of anyone ever -- for 72 years
since 1936. He has been placing in the top three places in these trophy races for 61 years -since 1946, and won the trophies for 24 years, from the Open Canoe Sailing Trophy at Sugar
Island in 1979, the Nationals in the period from 1987 through 2002, to the Lady Bug from
1986 through 2003, and the Open Canoe Trophy and the Admiralty Trophy in 2002 at Sugar
Island. He has been an official of the American Canoe Association since 1956 including
Commodore of the ACA and member of the International Canoe Federation Sailing
Committee. Meanwhile, he raced Whitewater and was the first National Slalom Champion in
1956 in both the two person Canoe and one man Kayak. He is still the National Measurer and
still competed in canoe sailing until 2011.
Tom Uebel the most recent winner of the Lady Bug and the Nationals, has already been
winning for 19 years during the period from l988 through 2006 and, following his father, Fred
Uebel, has been racing at Sebago for years. Brother Don Uebel also races in the cruising
class and has won the Lady Bug. All of them started as paddling racers. Tom has recently
been introduced to the C-Class and ACA Classes and has won the Nationals and Sugar Island
Series, the Whitman and Larry Zuk Trophies, for the past few years. He is the first sailor ever
to win the National Championships in all three open canoe sailing classes. He won all three
in the same year, 2004, and steering with a paddle!
Jule Marshall started to win the Lady Bug in 1915 on the Hudson River where he was a
member of the Inwood Canoe Club. He met and married my father's sister, Mae, at a dance at
my father's canoe club, the Fort Washington Canoe Club, just as my father met my mother,
Grace. Jule and my father had a long-lasting friendly competition on the Hudson and at
Sugar Island. Jule seemed to be able to win whenever he chose for 19 years. He moved to
Illinois for a while but returned to the East and won again on the Hudson and at Sugar Island
from 1930 to 1933. I raced against him in a few "family regattas" in 1935 and 1936. He
moved to Larchmont in 1935 and sailed Star Class boats.
Roger Wilkinson was one of the few sailors who came from the Sheepshead Bay canvas
canoe, rudder steering, fleet to the Cruising Class, paddle steering, group. He was a fine
sailor, an engineer with a great reputation at the Bell Laboratory, and a designer of rigs. He
was the principle instigator of the interpretation that a hoisting and lowering sail constituted a
hoisting and lowering rig and changed the rigging in the cruising class to predominately tall,
fully-battened, Marconi rigs. Starting in 1949, he stimulated the sailing at Lake Sebago
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helping many sailors rig their canoes and get started. He won the Lady Bug 8 out of 10 times
from 1949 through 1963 and in l966 and 1967. He won the Nationals 9 times between 1956
and 1967. I think he only sailed C-Class and decked canoes at Sugar Island.
Hans Waldinger was the finest paddle steering sailor I ever met. He was a racing paddler and
perhaps the last sailor to sail from a clubhouse on the Hudson River, which was Von
Dohlin's. He won the Lady Bug, and later the Nationals, on the Hudson and later at City
Island over a period of 13 years from l935 through 1946, beating my father in the 30's and
me in 1946. At Sugar Island, he won the Open Canoe Trophy whenever it was sailed from
1940 through 1946. He also played an old German guitar and sang songs at the campfire
where I had the pleasure of joining him on guitar many times.
Steve Lysack was an Olympic Gold Medal winning, single-blade paddler who started sailing
canoes at the Yonkers Canoe Club on the Hudson and at Lake Sebago. Later he raced at
Sugar Island. He assumed the National Sailing Chairman position and, almost single
handedly, kept the Cruising Class alive from about 1950 to the early 70's. He won The Open
Canoe Trophy every year for 10 years from 1954 through 1963 except when Tom Zuk beat
him in 1956. At Sebago he and Roger Wilkinson alternately won the Lady Bug and the
Nationals from 1954 through 1960. About then he started racing decked canoes and was a
strong competitor at Sugar Island.
George Douglass Sr. sailed decked and open canoes for many years around 1900 from the
Knickerbocker Canoe Club on the Hudson and at the National Encampments. He was very
instrumental in the establishment of the open canoe sailing competition. He was Commodore
of the AC A in 1907 and won the first competition for the Open Canoe Sailing Trophy and, at
the Atlantic Division meet, won the decked sailing Elliot Trophy. He won the ACA record,
combined paddling and sailing trophy in 1890, the open Canoe trophy in 1907 and 1912 and
decked sailing races until 1919 -- 30 years after his first victory!
Douglas Cummings Sr, won the Lady Bug on the Hudson several times in the 14 years from
1912 through 1925. He was still racing when he beat me in the Nationals in 1946! He raced
with his son who started a long career around that time.
Gordon Douglass also sailed on the Hudson and at Sugar Island. At Sugar Island he usually
competed only in the ACA Record, combined paddling and sailing trophy, which he won
several times between 1924 and 1934. In 1935, however, he did win the Open Sailing
Trophy.
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Dave Winkworth was always a leading contender in the Cruising Class at Lake Sebago. In a
Peterborough canoe rigged by Roger Wilkinson, he won the Lady Bug four times in the 11
years between 1989 and 1999, and the Nationals in 1990.
Al Miller, also a paddling racer, modified a Mohawk Ranger, stock model canoe, and sailed
the Cruising Class at lake Sebago and at Sugar Island. From l978, he won the Lady Bug for 8
years until 1985, and the Nationals 9 times between 1976 and 1985. At Sugar Island he
finally won the Trophy in 1981 and 1982. Sailing with a rudder, he won the Class-C
Nationals several times. He then went on to race in larger boats and helped officiate canoe
races.
Doug Cummings Jr. sailed in the cruising class with, and after, his father. He won the
Nationals 7 years in a row from 1947 through 1953 and the Lady Bug in 1950. At Sugar
Island he won the Open Canoe Trophy from 1947 through 1949. He seemed to win every
time he competed, dominating the class.
Alan Perault had a short winning career at lake Sebago, winning the Lady Bug three times
and the Nationals four times between 1997 and 2000. He sailed some in the ACA
Class and the C-Class with a rudder.

THE CRUISING CLASS SAILING CANOE
THE SECOND HUNDRED YEARS — 2007 —
Just to bring the History up to date. The Cruising Class has continued to compete at
Lake Sebago for the Atlantic Division, Lady Bug Trophy and the National Championship,
Wilkinson Trophy with about 13 canoes.
In 2007, Larry Zuk was in the hospital undergoing heart surgery and recovering but
raced to a 6th in the final ACA Class Nationals Race of the season in September. At Sebago,
in the Lady Bug, Tom Uebel won with Mick Raffle second and Gordon Miller, back to canoe
sailing, with a third. In the National Championship, Wilkinson Trophy it was Tom Uebel first
with Gordon Miller second and Mick Raffle third. Gordon first won the Wilkinson Trophy in
1976!
In 2008, Mick Raffle won the Lady Bug with Tom Uebel second and Larry Zuk third.
In the National Championship, it was the same; Tom, Mick and Larry at Sebago.
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In 2009, Tom Uebel was in the Hospital with heart problems. Larry Zuk, at 86 years
old, racing sailing canoes at Lake Sebago for a period of 75 years, won the Lady Bug for the
9th time! Tom Uebel, however recovered and came back in September to win the Wilkinson
Trophy, Cruising Class Nationals, with Larry Zuk second. Then Tom continued to win the
ACA Class National and the C Class National championships as well!
Larry Zuk thus completed 32 years (1979 through 2009) of winning the major
Trophies, passing Joe Klecka to become the second longest winner after his Dad, Tom Zuk
with 37 years of winning these trophies.
In 2010 the size of the fleet was getting smaller. The group of paddle steering canoe
sailors was down to 7 (in the thirties, it had been down to 2). Tom Uebel, was sailing better
than any one I have ever known and beating the rudder steering canoes in the C-Class and
ACA Class at Sebago and in the heavy winds at Sugar island. He easily swept all the races of
the Cruising Class, including the Lady Bug and the National, Wilkinson Trophy. Larry Zuk,
winning one race to make it 77 years of winning canoe races by paddle and sail, announced
that this was probably the last.
In 2011 the number of competitors in he cruising class was 9. TomUebel easily won
the Lady Bug and National Championship, Wilkinson Trophy, at Sebago, and at Lake
Nockamixon the Class-C Nationals and ACA Class Nationals as well. Larry Zuk sailed in a
couple of races in his 78th year of canoe sailing racing and having been going to Sugar Island
for 89 years!
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SAILORS AT 1973 NATIONAL CRUISING CLASS RACES
LAKE SEBAGO
NAMES OF SAILORS
Back Row — L to R — Loren Schindel, Frank Bank, Larry Zuk, Herman Gottlieb,
David Winkworth, Al Gordon Miller.
Front Row — Anthony Szatkowski, George Washek, Fred Uebel, Kay Ryan,
Leo Polt, Joe Ryan, Al Loomis.
Kneeling in front with the Wilkinson Trophy — Joe Klecka

The 1973 picture is from the collection of Sherrie Winkworth.
Sherrie Winkworth and her sister Carol Loomis, as did their mother, gave many hours
to the sailing program at Lake Sebago for years. They put out schedules, started the
races, kept the records, made certificates for sailors who placed, took care of the
Trophies, hosted parties, where, among other things, trophies were given out, and
hosted out-of- town-guests. The Sailors at Sebago are grateful for their years of work.
Thank you!
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SAILORS AT THE CLASS-C AND ACA CLASS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
LAKE SEBAGO – 2006
Al Gordon Miller, Bob Halsey, Mick Raffle, Tom Uebel,
Ted Bowman, Chuck Southerland, Larry Haff, John Deppa, Dan Reiber,
Marilyn Vogel, Bill Covert, Larry Zuk, Joan Krilla, and Scott Manning.
Gordon Miller Officiated. (Larry Zuk is the only one who raced in both 1973 and
2006)
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ATLANTIC DIVISION at
LAKE SEBAGO
Keeps the Cruising Class
going!

Larry Zuk, Sherrie Winkworth, Don Uebel and
Mick Raffle with the Wilkinson, Lady Bug,
Sebago Series and John Komp Trophies

Tom Uebel and Larry Zuk with
The Lady Bug and the Wilkinson Trophies

Tom Uebel -- 2006
National Cruising Champion
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THE DEMISE OF THE 16X30 SAILING CANOE

THE DEMISE OF THE 16x30 DECKED SAILING CANOE
Larry Zuk
Introduction: John Summers, Curator of The Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, New
York (at the time of this writing), has been reviving the 16 foot by 30 inch decked sailing
canoe by making, even designing, and sailing the historic craft. After I finished writing the
100 year History of the Cruising Class of sailing canoe, he suggested I write the History of
the 16x30 Class. I said I might act as editor and collect writings about the decked sailing
canoes but I didn’t know enough about them to do the whole thing. However, I could start by
writing about the end of the 16x30. So here goes!
I am the last person alive who was present and had a part in the Challenge Cup
Regatta in 1933 in which Uffa Fox and Roger De Quincy defeated Leo Friede and Walter
Busch of the United States for the International Challenge Cup.
Although I was ten years old at the time, I had had considerable experience with
sailing canoes. Living in a house with a 16x30 decked sailing canoe, my first sailing was on
a 16x30 with my father, and most of my summer weekends were spent at the Island Canoe
Club on City Island from which the decked sailors ran their races. I had made my first
paddle, a year later I won my first canoe race paddling at Sugar Island, and two years later I
was racing in the Cruising Class sailing canoe. More important though, my father was the
measurer and I had been helping him measure sails and canoes. I was the only person he
trusted to hold the end of the measuring tape properly without trying to make the dimension
longer or shorter. I was immersed in the world of canoe sailing!
First I will write what I remember about the experience. Then I will write the history
of the event, some background leading up to the Regatta and some of the consequences.
I can remember the Bayside Yacht Club and the big yacht we went on, which was the
committee boat. I can also remember measuring the sails and the canoes. I think I remember
Friede and Fox but I have seen so many pictures of them, I probably remember the pictures.
I also knew Dudley Murphy – “Old Murph” – from Sugar Island, and my Uncle Jule
Marshall who were on the Regatta Committee with my father.
The British canoes were wider and flatter than the American 16 foot long by 30 inch
wide “Mermaid”-style of canoe. They were so called because they more or less copied Leo
Friede’s canoe, “Mermaid”. We measured all the canoes and sails. There was no problem
with the hulls themselves as they met the requirements of the rules. The sails were within the
area limits. However, there was a question concerning the masts or spars.
The rules at that time required that not over two thirds of the allowed sail area be
carried by one “mast”. Because of this, most of the American canoes were ketch rigged. The
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British however had put the sails on one mast which was upright and would be called the
mainmast, and the other sail on a spar leaning back from the bow until it almost touched the
standing mast. This spar was in the position of, and acted as, a jib stay and thus the foresail
acted as a jib and the rig represented a sloop rig. This arrangement, therefore, was
inconsistent with the spirit of the rule and possibly the letter of the rule!
I was, even at that time, aware of the problem and the important decision that the
committee had to make. Should they disqualify the British canoes and keep them from
racing, or should they allow the new rigs, permit them to race and give them an obviously
great advantage over our sailors? The short-term consequences would be that the British
could not race, or would be racing in borrowed canoes much to their disadvantage, or that, on
the other hand, their canoes were within the rules and they could race their canoes, which
gave them a great advantage.
I can remember the discussions and the tremendous strain the committee members
were under and the conversations between my father and uncle. They were very fond of Leo
Friede who was a fine sailor and who had come out of retirement to defend the Trophy as he
had in 1913 and 1914 against the Canadians. They would be dooming their friends! And,
they were also aware that in the long term, permitting this type of rig would lead to sloop rigs
for the Class. These discussions went on for a day or two until the final decision had to be
made. I was not present to witness the meeting in which the final decision was made to
allow the British to use their canoes and rigs, but I remember my father’s coming home and
telling us the decision!
We were on the Committee boat for the series and I can remember that the U.S.
sailors put on an exhibition of great sailing. I knew also, at the time, that Uffa Fox was a
sailor of great renown in England. I did not remember the exact results except that the U.S.
sailors won on Friday in the light wind and everyone was excited and hopeful but they could
not keep up with the larger, sloop rigged, British canoes in the brisk southwest winds of
Saturday and Sunday and the British were the final winners!
Many times over the years I have thought how courageous, unselfish, and foreword
looking their decision was. The international canoe sailing community should be very
grateful to them!
Uffa Fox and Roger DeQincy went on to Sugar Island where, against Rolf Armstrong
in a ketch rigged canoe, they won the Sailing Trophy and other races. They were extremely
good sailors but their larger, sloop rigged, canoes certainly gave them an advantage.
That was my personal experience with the International Challenge of 1933. As most
of you know, I have remained in touch with the International Canoe. I own one and have
sailed them, but only in a few races. I continued to help my father measure canoes and now I
am the National Measurer, and I served on the International Canoe Federation Sailing
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Committee. I design, build and race open sailing canoes, with many championships during
the 75 years that I have participated, and still do.
I am writing a separate part of this article on the events that actually took place with some
background and some of the consequences.
March 23, 2008

THE HISTORY OF THE 16 x 30 DECKED SAILING CANOE
Larry Zuk
The story of the 16x30 decked sailing canoe is a long one. It developed from earlier
models and theories about sailing canoes, then ended in popularity in 1933. But it was
maintained as a class with its own measurements for awhile and is now being resurrected for
its merits as an exciting sailing craft. This is not a detailed history of the class but at least
some background and some momentous occasions in the course of its story. If anyone can
supply more information to me, I would love to incorporate it and we might develop a real
history!
To begin the story the reader must travel back in time to the 1870’s. Those were the
days when Custer was still fighting Indians and much of the country was still not mapped.
People traveled around on horseback or in wagons or in boats. Farms, towns, and cities grew
up around the waterways and much more shipping and traveling was done over water. A
greater percentage of the people were familiar with boats and with sailing. Also, the people
of the East Coast used the language more the way it was used in England.
John Macgregor designed a craft modeled on the “Esquimau” boats he had seen on
his travels in North America in 1859. He called these boats “canoes” and named his Rob
Roy after a member of the family. Actually, he designed four of them and used them for
travels, starting in 1865, around Europe and the Middle East. His books did much to make
the canoe popular. At about the same time another Englishman, Warrington Baden- Powell,
designed and built another canoe which he called the “Nautilis”, which also went through
several models. Under Macgregor’s leadership they formed the Royal Canoe Club in1866.
In North America, another journalist, William L. Alden, had a canoe made by James
W. Everson which followed the lines of the Nautilus No. 4, and was named the “Violetta”.
He influenced some of his fellow sportsmen to take up canoeing and founded the New York
Canoe Club in1871.
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These canoes, which we would call kayaks today, were cruising boats intended for
making trips lasting several days. They were made by European building techniques, cutting
pieces of wood and fastening them together with nails and screws and bolts. They did not
originate from the birch bark canoe and had nothing to do with it. They had cockpits in
which they slept and, from the very beginning, centerboards and rudders.
In a similar manner to other yachtsmen, they started racing with the first official
canoe sailing race on Flushing Bay, October 21,1871. The race was won by Montgomery
Schuyler in the “Gretchen”, built in England. The New York Canoe Club had sixteen
members that year.
J. Henry Rushton began building canoes in 1876 and his first sailing canoe, Alden’s
Vesper, was soon added to his catalogue. William P. Stephens was building canoes in New
Jersey before 1880.
The American Canoe Association was formed in 1880 at Lake George. They held
annual Encampments at various places and started a series of competitions. The first was the
ACA record in1884, which was a combined paddling and sailing trophy. The Sailing trophy
was added in 1886.
In 1886, at the Annual Encampment at Grindstone Island in the Saint Lawrence River,
an important Regatta took place where the competition was primarily amongst various styles
of canoes. The British canoes, sailed by Baden-Powell and Stewart, were of the Nautilus
type, larger and heavily ballasted. The American canoes, Gibson’s Vesper, built by Rushton,
and Barney’s Pecowsic, built by Fletcher Joyner, were much lighter and without ballast. Paul
Butler even had a canoe with a sliding seat he had just invented.
The Americans very soundly defeated the British with the Vesper’s winning the first
race and the Pecowsic’s winning the consolation race. Gibson and his Vesper also won the
ACA Sailing trophy. This Regatta established the racing superiority of the light, specialized,
racing sailing canoe and especially the smooth-skinned and technically rigged Pecowsic.
From that point on the builders designed canoes and the rules were changed to develop the
sailing canoe as a highly specialized racing machine!
By 1903, when the ACA had purchased Sugar Island and started its National
Encampment there, the rules stated that the sailing canoe be no longer than 16 feet nor wider
than 30 inches but for each decrease of length of 1 inch there could be an increase of width of
1/8 inch. They could carry 112 square feet of sail area.
There was also a “Cruising Class,” where the boats had to have a cockpit in which the
sailor could sleep, and a Special Class which could be 17 feet long and 42 inches wide, and
also required a cockpit for sleeping, and no seat could extend outboard of the gunwale.
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All these canoes were eligible for all races except where the deed of gift specified
16x30 canoes. The canoes pictured at Sugar in 1903 were Gunter rigged but looked very
much like later 16x30 canoes with sliding seats. But were these truly the beginning of
the16x30 class?
In 1906 the permissible width was 32 inches and there is a picture of Dudley Murphy
sailing “Banshee” with a gaff rig in two masts? By 1907 the width had been increased to 36
inches and there is a picture of Murphy’s sailing a canoe with a sloop rig, which I believe
Banshee always had. In 1916 the rules were still 16 feet by 36 inches and there was also the
“Special Class. Added was a new sail area of 90 square feet with no more than 60 square feet
in any one sail.
Some time between 1916 and 1932 the rule was changed to read 16 feet by 30 inches
with the basic sail area of 90 square feet and allowances of increased or decreased area
depending on length and width of the canoe. There was also a stipulation that no more than
two-thirds of the allowed sail area be carried on any one mast. Canoes were made and raced
to the 16x30 dimension. Friede raced the “Mermaid III” in 1924 and the “Mermaid II” in
1925. One of these was apparently the Canoe he sailed in 1933.
After the British won the New York Challenge Cup in 1933 and also defeated Rolf
Armstrong at Sugar Island with the wider, more planing type hull and the spar arrangement
which was actually a sloop rig, the officials of the two countries got together and agreed on a
new set of rules by the end of 1934. These rules were approved by the ACA at a Meeting on
October 13, 1934. This was the beginning of the International Sailing Canoe class.
With the new rules, which permitted a wider, flatter planing type of hull and the
enlarged sail area, the 16x30 canoe design became less competitive and fewer were raced.
Unfortunately, not many were preserved!
The position of National Measurer was created and my father, Tom Zuk was elected
the first National Measurer. The canoes, made to the new rules, were measured and I have
these measurements in the original notebook. I can remember going to Rolf Armstrong’s
house and measuring his boats and sails. Rolf was an artist, like Petty who followed him,
famous for his beautiful calendar girls. He gave us a signed picture which I have here
somewhere. I also have attached to this article a couple of these measurements from 1935.
From these new designs evolved Louis Whitman’s “Manana” and “Phoenix”, and
eventually led to the establishment of the “One Design” rules for the International Sailing
Canoe.
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History of Sugar Island
as the National Encampment of the American Canoe Association
by Larry Zuk
[Commodore Larry Zuk has been going to Sugar Island for 80 of the first 100 years]
From its formation in 1880, the American Canoe Association held an annual National
Encampment at various locations. Interest in establishing a permanent location was further
directed toward the 1000 Island area when the National Camp was held at Grindstone Island
in 1884. The Executive Committee voted to start a search for a permanent site.
The Search Committee consisted of Robert Wilkin and Charles E. Britton of
Gananoque and resulted in the purchase of the Island. The deed states that the lands
described as part and parcel of those lands set aside for the use of the Mississaguas of
Alnwick Indians were sold to Charles Edward Britton, Commodore of the American Canoe
association, and Robert Wilkin, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the ACA, for the
sum of $1000.00. The sale was officially recorded in Ottowa as July 18,1901. Island 47 was
purchased in 1919 and some small islands later.
The acquisition of the Island was the major factor in the survival of the Association.
A fund drive collected money for basic improvements of a dock, a kitchen, a mess hall, a
store, an ice house and floors for officers tents. The first encampment was held in 1903. The
expense of the Island was a major concern of the Association from the very beginning.
The National Encampments were the core of the ACA program. The National
Meeting and the meetings of the Board of Governors were held. Competitions were held for
the National trophies (in a sense National Championships).
While the Island provided a focus for the ACA, its location in the northeast corner of
the country, to some extent, hindered the ACA's geographic expansion as a national
organization.
Since 1903 the National Encampment has been held at Sugar every year except 1926
when it was held at Turtle Island, in Lake George, and in 1919 because of World War I.
From 1903 to World War II, life at Sugar changed little. The steamer, "Yennek",
which served the Island until the 30's no longer provided transportation but the Annual
Encampments were large with many people's eating in the dining tent served by a cook.
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Commodores threw large "Balls" with live bands; competition was a major activity with
sailing, racing, novelty events, races for women and children and canoe tilting. A great two
day paddling regatta was held with as many as 200 Canadians coming to the Island and
providing great competition.
After World War II canoeing significantly changed in North America. People could
acquire canoes, including the new aluminum boats, and carry them on their cars. Membership
in canoe clubs declined. One by one Canoe club boat houses disappeared or became yacht
clubs. Canoeists camped at many locations, took long canoe trips and travelled to the
burgeoning number of canoe racing regattas throughout the county. National Championships
were established in addition to the old traditional Trophy Races at Sugar Island. All of this
led to a change in the population of Sugar Island. In light of the rapid expansion of activities,
Sugar Island became less important to the Board of Governors and Sugar Island was run by a
"Standing Committee" whose Chairman was appointed by the Commodore.
One of the major changes occurred at that time. About 1947-1948 there was great
consideration and argument about the building of cabins. Some wished to preserve the
natural beauty and camping aspect of the Island and some wished to establish a summer
resort. Finally, the cabin builders prevailed but the others got some regulations. All the
cabins were to be the same size and shape as designed by Commodore Thomas Zuk, an
architect, and to be located on certain selected sites on one end of the Island. One cabin was
built for the use of the Commodore and one cabin, built by Danny Zwart, for the use of the
sailors at New York Bay. The first cabins were built in 1952.
The cabin sites were to be applied for by members with consideration given to the
applicant’s contribution to the ACA, such as being an officer and active competitor or cruiser.
Thus began the era of Sugar Island for Sugar Islanders. This was a positive step in the
preservation of the Island and the continuation of ownership by the ACA.
Other activities on the Island decreased and the major paddling regattas ceased in the
early 60's. Competition dwindled to the sailing, swimming and a small novelty regatta.
Commodore Bill Apfelbeck was the champion of Sugar Island and as Chairman of
the Board of Governors, made certain it was financed into the 1960's. When he left the
Board, Cabin residents like Henry Jahn took over the leadership.
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Members of the ACA who lived in distant areas of the country or to whom the Island
meant very little always looked at Sugar as a source of money to run the ACA. Although
there is doubt as to whether the Island can really be sold, since the Provincial government
would like to add it to the Island Park system, the Islanders, allied with the Atlantic Division,
held a political stronghold in the ACA which outvoted any movements to sell, and elected
Commodores and other officials who were friendly to the Island. This was extremely
important to keeping the Island.
The next major change in the Island's political structure came in 1984 as the
constitution established Sugar Island as a separate identity governed by Board of Trustees,
elected by the congress for six year terms on a rotating basis. The first Trustees were Adolph
Springel, Larry Zuk, Chuck Tummonds, Don Jarrell, Dusty Rhodes and Brian Ireland.
Adolph was elected chairman and served diligently though 1999. He deserves much credit
for maintaining the physical and financial condition of the Island and continuing its
activities.
By the time this board was established the Sugar Island for Sugar Islanders period
was on the decline. A few old timers who had been active canoeists like Dusty Rhodes,
Adolph Springel, Joe Klecka and Chick Dermand were left, but most of the cabins had been
passed down to the second or third generation who were not avid racing or cruising
canoeists.
Through this period of the 70's, 80's and 90's, the primary canoeing activity at the
Encampments was sailing racing and much of the platform and all of the ground camping
was done by sailors. The fast growing group of IC sailors became the largest group of
competitors and they and their families began to participate in the governing of the Island
and running the activities of the Encampment.
When Adolph discontinued his leadership, the work was assumed by non-cabin
owners and the younger users of the Island and the period of Sugar Island for Sugar Islanders
was over. Even cabins became available and were not eagerly grabbed up. The current Board
is Pearse O'Doherty, Robert Cassar, Scott Andrews, Kevin Dermond, Dick White, and Bob
Celifarco; and the chairman is Pearse O'Doherty. More effort is being made to attract other
ACA members to use the Island.
We all love Sugar as a place left largely as it was in 1903. From the Island we can see
drastic changes on the other islands and activities on the river, but here we can feel like
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participants in an old sport that takes us away from civilization and back into the outdoors in
a relatively undisturbed environment.
Physically, the changes have occurred in the west end of the Island known as "Squaw
Camp". Starting in 1903, certain Canoe Clubs camped in locations picked by them and their
names became associated with places like New York Bay Buffalo Wallow, Rochester Bay
and Brooklyn Point. Single men had to camp on the East end of the Island on "Buck Point",
families camped in "Main Camp" and single ladies to the east in "Squaw Camp".
There was pride in the fact that the only wooden buildings on the Island were the
store and the ice house. There were platforms for a mess house and a cook house located at
the back of what is now the meadow behind Canoe Beach and were used until the mid 40's.
A little later a storage house was built to store the ACA tents and campers’ tents and
equipment over the winter. At headquarters there was a large tent and an officer’s tent in
addition to the three flag poles. One flag pole was replaced through a fund collected in honor
of Commodore Chuck Tummonds in 1986.
There was no well. We drank river water until the 80's. The first well was dug in the
70's. The new well was drilled in 1999.
The governors of the Island turned down many offers of electrical service by
companies that wanted to run wires over to the Island. In the 70's the generator was added to
provide electricity for evening activities, principally "Bingo".
In 1972 the Ireland family donated the present building that replaced the officer’s
tent. Henry Callman left his estate to the ACA and $10,000 was set aside for a new
headquarters building at Sugar Island. Obviously, some of this money was spent on the HQ
pavilion dedicated in the late 70's.
There was a large float alongside Headquarters Point in 1903 where the steamers
pulled in to load and unload. This was replaced by a large fixed wharf in the 20's which was
still there in the early 60's. The current wharf was donated by Bobby Jahn in 1984 in
Memory of his Father, Henry Jahn. Recently the old storehouse was replaced by a new
building.
From the beginning small docks, floats and inclines were built by individuals and are
still used. Inside the Islands, Salt and Pepper, large floats and wharfs have been built for
motor launches.
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In the early days, transportation to the Island was furnished by the steamer "Yennek"
which brought the women and children and camp outfits over from Clayton while the men
sailed or paddled the canoes. That is the way I first came to the Island. In the thirties
transportation became less available and most people paddled or brought small motor boats,
like my dad and Lou Whitman had up to the 70's, when I paddled over from Chisamor's and
Lou took me back to sail my sailing canoe over and helped us leave towing the canoes.
In the 80's and 90's, the 1000 Island Motel provided a pontoon ferry which was a
great help but not so reliable. Now under new management as Mystie Isles Resort, the
pontoon boat provides good service in taking people to the Island, picking them up and
delivering ice and other items. Cellular phones make contact with the mainland so much
easier.
In the beginning Sugar Island was the center of the ACA. Starting just before and
immediately after World War II, the increased mobility of canoeists, the increase in
Divisional activity and the establishment of separate National Championships led to the
decline of interest by the AC A.
Financially, from the beginning it was difficult to get money for Sugar Island and the
National Encampment. Efforts to preserve the Island in the ACA were now left to the Island
users. Finally the Island was set up as a separate entity with its own Board of Trustees.
Now, as we finish the end of the first 100 years, the Island is used by cabin owners,
long term ACA participants, racing sailors and a few new cruisers and campers. In addition to
sailing races, the National Encampment provides a lively program for children, canoe and
kayak instruction, run by Chuck Southerland for a long time, swimming racing and evening
activities like the awards dinner and Bingo. The paddling racing, Novelty Regatta and
singing the old ACA songs around the campfire are but fond memories.
We owe a great debt of gratitude to all the people, too numerous to mention, who
gave of their money, time and talents over the past 100 years to leave us, in the ACA, this
beautiful place relatively undisturbed and nearly in the same state as it was in 1903.
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A Brief Look at
THE HISTORY OF CANOE SAILING IN NORTH AMERICA
Larry Zuk
SAILING CANOES
To begin the story the reader must travel back in time to the 1870’s. Those were the
days when Custer was still fighting Indians and much of the country was still not mapped.
People traveled around on horseback or in wagons or in boats. Farms, towns, and cities grew
up around the waterways and much more shipping and traveling was done over water. A
greater percentage of the people were familiar with boats and with sailing. Also, the people
of the East Coast used the language more the way it was used in England.
John Macgregor designed a craft modeled on the “Esquimau” boats he had seen on
his travels in North America in 1859. He called these boats “canoes” and named his Rob
Roy after a member of the family. Actually, he designed four of them and used them for
travels, starting in 1865, around Europe and the Middle East. His books did much to make
the canoe popular. At about the same time another Englishman, Warrington Baden- Powell,
designed and built another canoe which he called the “Nautilis”, which also went through
several models. Under Macgregor’s leadership they formed the Royal Canoe Club in1866.
In North America, another journalist, William L. Alden, had a canoe made by James
W. Everson which followed the lines of the Nautilus No. 4, and was named the “Violetta”.
He influenced some of his fellow sportsmen to take up canoeing and founded the New York
Canoe Club in1871.
These canoes, which we would call kayaks today, were cruising boats intended for
making trips lasting several days. They were made by European building techniques, cutting
pieces of wood and fastening them together with nails and screws and bolts. They did not
originate from the birch bark canoe and had nothing to do with it. They had cockpits in
which they slept and, from the very beginning, centerboards and rudders.
In a similar manner to other yachtsmen, they started racing with the first official
canoe sailing race on Flushing Bay, October 21,1871. The race was won by Montgomery
Schuyler in the “Gretchen”, built in England. The New York Canoe Club had sixteen
members that year.
J. Henry Rushton began building canoes in 1876 and his first sailing canoe, Alden’s
Vesper, was soon added to his catalogue. William P. Stephens was building canoes in New
Jersey before 1880.
The American Canoe Association was formed in 1880 at Lake George. They held
annual Encampments at various places and started a series of competitions. The first was the
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ACA record in1884, which was a combined paddling and sailing trophy. The Sailing trophy
was added in 1886.
In 1886, at the Annual Encampment at Grindstone Island in the Saint Lawrence River,
an important Regatta took place where the competition was primarily amongst various styles
of canoes. The British canoes, sailed by Baden-Powell and Stewart, were of the Nautilus
type, larger and heavily ballasted. The American canoes, Gibson’s Vesper, built by Rushton,
and Barney’s Pecowsic, built by Fletcher Joyner, were much lighter and without ballast.
Paul Butler even had a canoe with a sliding seat he had just invented.
The Americans very soundly defeated the British with the Vesper’s winning the first
race and the Pecowsic’s winning the consolation race. Gibson and his Vesper also won the
ACA Sailing trophy. This Regatta established the racing superiority of the light, specialized,
racing sailing canoe and especially the smooth-skinned and technically rigged Pecowsic.
From that point on the builders designed canoes and the rules were changed to develop the
sailing canoe as a highly specialized racing machine!
By 1903, when the ACA had purchased Sugar Island and started its National
Encampment there, the rules stated that the sailing canoe be no longer than 16 feet nor wider
than 30 inches but for each decrease of length of 1 inch there could be an increase of width of
1/8 inch. They could carry 112 square feet of sail area.
There was also a “Cruising Class,” where the boats had to have a cockpit in which the
sailor could sleep, and a Special Class which could be 17 feet long and 42 inches wide, and
also required a cockpit for sleeping, and no seat could extend outboard of the gunwale.
In 1901 draft sails were introduced and Farnham Dorsey won the Sailing Trophy at
Sugar Island, and most sailors changed from the old batwing sails that were originally used.
In the pictures of the time, most of the canoes are ketch rigged with Gunther type rigs.
After the new International class rules in 1934, this kind of Sailing Canoe, which had
originated as a canoe for taking long trips, sometimes sailing and sometimes paddling and
sleeping in the canoe, had developed into a strictly racing sailboat. Few of the old canoes
have been preserved.
The design and development of the new wider, planing hulls was carried on mostly by
individuals. Louis Whitman designed the Manana and the Phoenix, which hulls he had cold
molded in Sweden. Most of the canoes were made of wood by individuals and were one of a
kind. However, in the 1950’s, hulls of molded plastic with fiberglass and other fiber
reinforcement were introduced, and the ICF went to a one-design hull.
Now, in the first decade of the 21st Century, most of the canoes are made by groups
of canoeists in the US and Canada who have made molds which take advantage of variations
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allowed by the rules, to make theirs, hopefully, the fastest. Possibly one might be purchased
by usually only used canoes are available. Every two years there are World Championships,
but the old “Challenge Cup” Sailing Trophy and others are still contested.
CRUISING CANOES
Cruising canoes are exactly like what the title suggests. They are canoes built of wood
for day paddling and for taking long trips with camping gear. They were originally developed
for paddling with no thought of sailing.
In the Rice lake region of Ontario, in 1858, I.S. Stephenson developed and built
canoes of basswood in the general shape of the birch bark canoe but built of lightweight strip
planking and narrow ribs tacked and screwed together in the European boat building style. This
was followed by the establishment of several companies which became the Peterborough,
William English, Rice Lake and others, making this type of canoe. These canoes became the
most used canoes in paddling racing in Canada and the United States and continued as such
until the Second World War.
The American Canoe Association held an Annual Encampment every year after its
founding at Lake George in 1880. Many of the early encampments were in southern Ontario,
including the Thousand Island region of the Saint Lawrence River. As usual, when sportsmen
get together they start to set up various forms of competition and so contests in sailing,
paddling, tilting, overturning and emptying and other ways of handling canoes were initiated.
The first Championship officially recognized was the ACA Record in l884. This was a threerace series of one sailing race, one paddling race and one combined race with six alternating
paddling and sailing legs, recognizing, in other words, the best "all around" canoeist!
At these Encampments they became acquainted with the Peterborough type of canoe
used by the Canadian Members and photographs of these encampments show the predominant
number of these canoes on the beach and in the water as these canoes became used in the
paddling races.
As usual with racing people some of these canoes were redesigned and developed
more for paddling racing, especially in Canada. The 16 ft. racing models for one and two
paddlers became known as the “peanut” and the 20ft. canoe as the “Quad” for four paddlers.
They were used for both single-blade and double-blade racing until the adoption of Olympic
Rules in 1952.
However, the companies like Peterborough, William English, Saint Lawrence, Rice
Lake, Canadian Canoe Company, Capital Boat works, in Canada, Beers Bros. Engine Co., in
Rochester and J.R. Robertson in Massachusetts continued making canoes in which people
paddled and took trips, or “cruises”. Many of these cruises were with a combination of
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sailing and paddling, in the same manner as did canoeists using the original sailing canoes.
At least one Canadian company sold a simple lateen sailing rig.
As usual, since many canoeists were sailing these boats, they started racing them.
There was a standard set of measurement rules which were made for paddling. This
provided a group of very similar canoes. It also provided a basis upon which a set of "Open
Canoe" Sailing Rules were established.
By the time of the first encampment at Sugar Island in 1903 there was a set of "Racing
Regulations" for sailing open canoes which was essentially what we have today except the
sail area was 60 square feet for any size canoe. An "Open Canoe" sailing race was also held
with four of the contestants from the New York Canoe Club and one from Park Island Canoe
Club at Trenton, New Jersey. Two of these sailors also raced in Sailing Canoes.
At Sugar Island in 1905, Open Canoe races were held with seven contestants, two of
whom also raced in Sailing Canoes. They were from the New York Canoe Club, the
Knickerbocker Canoe Club and the Admiralty Cub of Ithaca, New York.
In the Next year there was an expansion of the fleet so that at the next National
Encampment at Sugar Island in 1906 there were sixteen contestants in the Open Canoe sailing
race. Fifteen sailors raced in Sailing Canoes with four racing in both and the two new trophies
were established for 1907.
The first race for the Lady Bug Trophy was held on Saturday, May 30, 1907. There
were seven starters, the race was two miles, the wind was strong and the water rough and the
race was won by A.M. Poole of the New York Canoe Club (who had donated the Lady Bug
Trophy) in his canoe "Lady Bug", with H.D. Cochrane of the Knickerbocker Canoe Club 2nd.
The first contest for the "Open Canoe Sailing Trophy" was a series of three races held
at Sugar Island in August 1907, in which twelve open canoe sailors competed, nine of whom
also competed in decked sailing canoes. The races were three times around a triangular course
with essentially the same rules that we now have but with a maximum sail area of 40 square
feet.
There had been little or no designing of these canoes for purposes of sailing, but
sailors started favoring certain canoes. I call it “ the least worst” method of selection. Among
all the canoes available, these seemed to be performing the best. Just like buying
automobiles. None of them was designed for what I want to use it for, so I buy what I think
is the closest to what I want. This persisted until I designed the Osprey in 1978.
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During these years, it became increasingly popular to race these canoes to win the
ACA Record, combined paddling and sailing trophy, against the “Sailing Canoes”. Until the
introduction of plastic canoes, only wood canoes were used in this sailing racing. I have only
seen two or three canvas canoes, and recently, three or four wood canoes covered with
fiberglass in the 75 years that I have been racing these cruising canoes. These races, with the
addition of a National Championship for the Cruising Class and a parallel set of races for the
ACA-Class (which I designed and started in 1992) have continued to be contested from 1907
to the present.
Now, in 2008, we have, wood canoes, plastic canoes (even using carbon fiber) strip
canoes (which are fiberglass canoes with a wood core), molded “Royalex” and an occasional
aluminum canoe in the same race. And the canoes specially designed for sailing racing are
winning.
Remember that the majority of these wooden cruising canoes have been used for
paddling, day sailing and taking trips and have never been raced.
CANVAS CANOES
In 1850, G. H. Gerish began making and selling canvas canoes in Maine. Soon the
Old Town Canoe Company in Maine, Arnold and others in the Boston area and some
companies in the Midwest, like The Wolverine Canoe Company of Detroit, followed. Even
Robertson in Massachusetts and some Ontario builders added canvas canoes to their line and
Rushton added an Indian Girl canvas model. These canoes, like the wooden Rice Lake
canoes copied the Indian forms but were made by white man’s shipbuilding methods:
basically, cutting pieces of wood and fastening them together with tacks, rivets, screws and
bolts. There were only a few canvas canoes made, either by Indians or Europeans, by the
Indian method of making a sack and pushing it out into a shape with wood gunwales,
stringers and ribs and fastening them together by binding them with strips of roots or animal
skin.
The canvas canoe filled a great need, replacing the birch bark, for transportation in
the wilderness and for recreation on the water. They became the boat for the summer camp,
both personal and group camps, and rentals for traveling, fishing and of course, girling. The
wooden canoe was made by cutting to pattern long strips, usually of cedar, with a lap joint
and tacking them together with smaller, lighter ribs. The canvas canoes were butt jointed
between planks’ and even between two pieces in the same strip, over a set of much stronger
and heavier ribs, similar to those in a birch bark canoe, and then covered with canvas and
water-proofed. They were less expensive primarily because they took less labor and also they
used cheaper wood, including short pieces and unmatched grain and even some knots. The
popularity of the canvas canoe crested about 1904 when the bicycle rage took over and you
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took your girl on “a bicycle built for two” but they remained as the most used canoe until
World War II when the aluminum and eventually plastic canoes took over.
Because of the way these canoes were used, the basic requirements were high initial
stability, good tracking and protection from damage. Therefore, with the limited knowledge
of boat design of the time, they made them wide, flat bottomed, with little or no rocker and a
strong outer keel for added tracking and protection when hauling the boats in and out of the
water.
Old Town made and sold sailing rigs. Some Canadian companies, like The Canadian
Canoe Company of Peterborough also made them. Because of the same requirements of
usage they made a substantial rig so that they wouldn’t get so many returns from breakage,
and made parts that required less labor, to keep the cost down. This made them sluggish in
their performance. It is difficult to find out how many of these rigs were sold but Old Town,
in particular, made them for a long time. When I was racing and guiding in Maine in the
forties, I only saw a few in some youth summer camps -- but not sailing. I cruised, under sail,
in New England from 1970 to the present and I gave Canoe Sailing Clinics for the ACA and
AMC for twenty-five years in the Boston area in the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s, and only had two
Old Town sailing rigs show up.
However, one group of canoeists did use canvas canoes for racing although they
made their own rigs. They started in the 1920’s principally in Sheepshead Bay, in Brooklyn,
NY. Because of the availability of many canvas canoes, which is probably the only kind they
saw, and their relatively low cost, compared to other sailing boats, they started sailing and
racing from the numerous clubs and boathouses around the bay and formed a large fleet.
Racing classes were organized and a set of rules developed with the largest canoes, over 21
ft .in the “A” Class with a crew of three; the next size smaller in the “B” Class with a crew
of two; and the16 ft. to 18ft. 6 in. in the “C” class, with 55 sq. ft. sail and a crew of one. I
have measurements of sails in the A-Class of up to 123 square feet and in the B-Class of 100
square feet with many of the rigs carrying one or two lateen sails. But most rigged were with
Marconi sails and one B-Class canoe was sloop rigged.
Unfortunately, when I had the opportunity, I did not learn enough about this racing
when I was hanging around with Lou Whitman and Danny Zwart, but I am trying to research
more. This group joined and became official ACA Classes in 1935. I have numbers and
measurements for 8 A-Canoes, 12 B-Canoes and 12 C-Canoes in 1935 as compared to 127
Sailing Canoes and 39 Cruising Canoes. There is a picture of an A-Class canoe with its crew
on the Cover of Wooden Canoe Magazine which looks to me to be Louis Whitman in the
bow and Barney Maltz in the middle, which would have Danny Zwart in the stern, but it is
difficult to see him. They seem to be off City Island, where they frequently sailed, with
Rikers Island in the background. But I cannot be absolutely certain. Also, there is a note in
my father’s measuring book which says that numbers 21 to 30 were assigned to Akron.
Gradually fewer of these canvas canoes were sailed and the A-C lass and B-Class were
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dropped. But the C-Class has continued with, like all the other classes, the plastic canoes
replacing the canvas canoe. In the 60’s the center of this canoe racing moved to Rumson NJ
and Dayton OH. And now regattas are held all over he Eastern US and in Canada at Sugar
Island.
In the 20’s, concurrently with the activities at Sheepshead Bay, canvas canoe sailing
racing developed in the Midwest from several Canoe Clubs, the last of which clubs with the
old clubhouse, and still racing, is the Dayton Canoe Club. In the 60’s a national
Championship was established in Florida and there was the Northeastern group, which
moved to Rumson NJ. Today, all the C-Class sailors race in all the Divisional and National
Championships and the Trophy Races at Sugar Island.
I have raced in the C-Class races since the early 70’s, but always with a cruising class
rig, with a paddle and 45 ft sail, against the 55 ft. sails. Except one year in1995 when I rigged
a new Dragonfly for C-class and tried a rudder. I only won one race, never could get used to
the rudder, even with 50 days of sailing, and finished the season on the last leg of the
Nationals in Ohio saying, “When I get to shore, I’m never going to sail a canoe with a rudder
again!!” I finished 10th in the fleet of 21 canoes and, so far, I have not!
So the canvas canoe has been used for day sailing and racing until, as with canoes
used for other purposes, they have been replaced by plastic canoes. My Dragonfly is a
carbon fiber and honeycomb canoe 17 ft. long by 35.5 inches wide that weighs 38 pounds.
That’s why they have replaced canvas canoes!
ALUMINUM AND PLASTIC CANOES
Commercial rigs and other modernization
Irwin Tyson, an ACA racing sailor, was in the marketing department of The Grumman
Company at the end of World Wan II when they were looking for uses for their presses which
formed airplane parts. He talked them into investigating making canoes and recommended to
them several individuals who could give them expert advice on design. My father, Tom Zuk,
and my uncle, Jule Marshall, were among the group. Grumman did write them and ask for
ideas on size and design, thwarts, seats, and other items. I can remember the discussions and
in general, the ideas they gave them. Dad even made drawings for hull shape. (I hope I will
find them as I organize my papers for the museum.)
The Grumman Company completely ignored all of their recommendations and
produced the canoes that we all know. It looks as if they could form this initial hull in one
strike of the press and then rivet the whole boat together. They also made other boats, as we
know, and this made the least expensive way of producing the boats. The aluminum canoe
was lighter than the Canvas canoe, more difficult to dent or scratch and, therefore, started to
replace the canvas canoe for camps and rentals. Actually, in the long run, the canoes were
extremely difficult to repair and the rivets eventually leaked.
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Grumman produced two sailing rigs, which, because of the ruggedness required and
the need to keep the price down, were clumsy and inefficient. I do not know how many were
sold. The second rig had a 55 sq. ft. sail and was advertised as a C-Class rig. I never heard
of anyone racing the rig, although there have been a few aluminum hulls rigged by racing
sailors which have raced. The 17 ft. canoe is quite fast, actually. In my classes and cruises, I
have seen a few Grumman sailing rigs, and even tuned up the rigging to make them
moderately sailable.
Another venture into the field of commercial sailing rigs was started by Jim Henry of
Mad River Canoes. He and his wife started by getting sailing rigs and racing in the C-Class.
Some other members of the family also raced. They were very good sailors and won some
races and trophies. Then they came out with a C-Class sailing rig designed by Bob
Schumaker, who is also a good sailor. The commercial rig was not the same rig that they
were racing, but it was good. They did produce and sell rigs, but my information is that they
only made about 50 of them. No one else came to our races with a Mad River rig but one
came to my sailing workshop and, with a little tuning up, sailed well. They have stopped
selling them, so I gather the effort was not economically productive.
To try to fill the need for an introductory sailing rig for most commercial canoes, that
is efficient, relatively inexpensive and can be made by most canoeists, I designed the ACAClass rig and developed the sail through four prototypes. I gave the rights to the American
Canoe Association Sailing Committee. The sail is a cruising sail for day sailing or taking
trips with camp outfit. For that purpose the rig should be simple, light weight, have a sail
which is efficient so that it moves the canoe in light air but is still manageable in a stiff
breeze and not too high, for getting under tree limbs when coming ashore. The sail should be
quickly hoisted, lowered and stowed by the crew underway in the canoe and the boom should
be high enough to clear the sailors head, when he is sitting in the bottom of the canoe where
he should be, so he can see and doesn’t have to be ducking the boom all the time. Of course,
the racers wanted to race the rig, so, after consultation with many sailors, I developed a
simple set of rules, which made almost any commercial canoe eligible for the ACA-Class,
and the rig is also eligible for the cruising class on most canoes. The Class became an official
ACA Sailing class and also an official class in Finland with other countries considering
adopting it. The rig has been relatively successful as we have already sold more than 550
sails, and people keep sending me pictures of canoes sailing with it in Europe, Africa,
Australia, etc. The sail is very well made of extremely fine sailcloth and is sold at the price
at the sail maker with a $10 royalty to the ACA Sailing Committee plus shipping cost. There
is no dealer’s profit. Along with the sail we send instructions for making (from wood or
aluminum) and setting up the rig on your canoe.
Reinforced plastic canoes, beginning about 1951 and made primarily for whitewater
racing, started replacing all the other manufactured canoes. [Using the first fiberglass and
acrylic resin canoe I made in 1954, although I made kayaks in 1953, my wife and I won the
First National Slalom Championship.]. Plastic canoes have the advantages of being light
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and strong, being made in shapes in which wood will not bend and reasonably inexpensive.
Many of them, properly rigged, have made good sailing canoes. The most efficient
commercial hulls, of those we have tried, seemed to be the 17 ft. Mohawk Ranger, and the 17
ft. Mad River Northwoods. Ed Kattel had the specially designed 18 ft. Ultima made by
Mohawk and I designed and developed the carbon fiber, plastic-cored, extremely light
weight, 17 ft. 6 in. Dragonfly with Ted VanDusen. Both of these canoes are commercially
available.
Another form of plastic boat, which has been popular with people who like to make
things, is what is known as a “stripper”. It is a sandwich, a canoe with fiberglass, or other
cloth, inside and outside, and a wood core. They can be made to be lightweight and some
people think they are pretty. But, most important, is that they are the quickest way to make
and try out new designs and they can then be used as a plug to make a mold. The first stripper
made for sailing, that I know, is my Osprey, a 16 ft. cruising canoe, designed and built in
1978, which won all the cruising trophies, ending with the Nationals in 2003 and the ACAClass Nationals as well. It is now in the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton. The Dragonfly
also started as a stripper, which won the National Cruising several times. Dragonflies are
now laid up with carbon fiber and epoxy and win most all the open sailing championships.
In summary, Canoe Sailing came to us from England and our first sailors were
cruising sailors who explored the lakes and rivers of relatively wild North America. They
used wooden canoes derived from ‘esquimau’ craft, which we would call kayaks in North
America today. However, they soon started racing with the formation of the New York
Canoe Club, in 1876, and the American Canoe Association in 1880.
Canoeists soon started sailing other wooden canoes which they were paddling. These
were also initially used for taking trips but were racing by 1907. Canvas canoes were rigged
during the 1920’s and raced mostly at Sheepshead Bay and the Midwest.
Currently, in 2011, many canoes are rigged, with some of the rigs described above,
for day sailing, but very few sailors take trips with camp outfit, anymore. The sailing canoes,
now the International 10 meter Class, have the largest number, possibly with 100 canoes, and
race all the old trophy races as well as World Championships. The Cruising Class races all
the old races, only the C-Class remains of the Canvas Canoe Classes. We are lucky to get 15
canoes in a regatta and there are probably about fifty active canoes.
Unfortunately, in the effort to be competitive, most of the canoes sailing today are
plastic, replacing all the older materials, and only in the Cruising Class do we see old wooden
canoes, strippers, commercially made plastic canoes and specially designed, owner made,
composite, specially molded, light weight canoes in the same race. Some of us have recently
taken sailing, camping trips with the same variety of hulls and rigs.
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HONORARY MEMBER
Warrington Baden-Powell, Royal C.C. of London, sailing his
famous canoe, “Nautilus II”. International Cup challenger
1886. Illustration by Beech-Nut Packing Co.
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Tom Zuk in his William English “Undine I” -1921 Winner of Open Canoe Sailing Trophy &
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Admiralty Trophy 1921

Cruising Canoes

Tom Zuk 1956

Larry Zuk in his own original “Osprey” -- 1978 Winner
of Open Canoe Sailing Trophy & 1979, 1997, 2002
Lady Bug, Admiralty, Wilkinson & others for 74 years:
1935 -- 2008, and still going.

Mick Raffle, Sherrie Winkworth & Tom
Uebel -- 2006
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GASNO GAO
Aticamec Birchbark
Canoe

GASNO GAO
Larry Zuk
December 2010
Gasno Gao, Circa 1930 – 1950, an Aticamek birch bark canoe –13ft.10 in. x 34 in.,
72 lbs., made by Ceasar Newashish (sp?) of Manuan, Quebec, Canada. I bought it in 1976
from an Indian canoe builder who was making and selling canvas canoes in the adjacent
town of St.-Michel-Des-Saints. The name means birch bark canoe in Seneca, my adopted
Indian Nation.
The story goes back a long time. I have been studying American Native peoples for
many years and have a large collection of artifacts, clothing and other native crafts. I also
have been making and using canoes for many years. But I didn’t have an Indian canoe! I
knew Henri Vallincourt and have great respect for his workmanship and knowledge of native
crafts but I wanted an Indian canoe. I had several talks with him as we worked on canoe
parts. I studied the literature and learned as much as I could about birch bark canoes and
contemporary builders, then started my search. After the Meet at Sugar Island, Evelyn and I
would head up into Canada where we had heard they were making canoes. We went up one
river that flowed into the St Lawrence where people had said that they built them. Upon
getting up as far north as possible, we were told “over there--farther East”, but we ran out of
time and had to continue the next year. We went to Quebec and asked around there without
any success.
Then, in 1973, we took our most exciting trip up the Saint Maurice River. The scenery
was beautiful as the road ran along the winding river a few miles south of La Tuque.
Suddenly, there was a loud “BANG” from the back of the car and I stomped on the brake,
thinking we had hit something. Glancing into the rear view mirror, I saw our gas tank lying
in the middle of the road with gasoline pouring into the road and running into the ditch!
There was not much traffic up there but about fifteen minutes later one car sped by, going
north. However, as we began to think of what else we could do, a couple of elder strangers
stopped, and with Evelyn’s meager French we negotiated a ride for Evelyn with them. On
Wednesday late afternoon a tow truck came and took me and the car to the garage in
LaTuque, took us to the restaurant to have dinner and to the motel. On Thursday morning we
went to the garage and observed their putting the brazed tank back onto the suburban. There
were two of them working and three sitting around watching and giving advice in a
continuous babble of French. It was hilarious! They finished the repairs and sent us on our
way north. They had been so hospitable and generous to us and did not charge much for all
the work they had done or for transporting us!
At Point Bleue, on Lac Saint Jean, near Chambord, the Manager of the Hudson Bay
Trading Post showed me on the map where the canoes were made in Manuan, on the River
Matawin, back west of where we were. So it was back home for another year.
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The next year, in 1974, after Sugar Island, we headed down the Saint Lawrence and
then north to Joliette and then North to St.-Michel-Des-Saints, where a beautiful birch bark
canoe hung from the rafters in the restaurant and we stayed for the night. Although it is a
small town, they were well equipped for tourists because it was a major snow mobile center
in the winter. We got our directions from the people in the motel and restaurant and headed
off to Manuan. From there on, it was dirt lumber road, dodging the pot holes and washed out
places and squeezing over to the side as big, loaded lumber trucks hurtled down the road past
us toward town. About 30 miles up the road as we thought we were nearing our destination,
we began to see Indians picking blueberries in the fields along the road. Suddenly, we almost
drove into a huge washout as we came to a screeching halt! My heart sank as I thought that
again we had come so close and failed to get our canoe!
I got out of the Suburban and looked down into the gully. It was impassible but I saw
a small sign about six inches high and a foot long with a crude arrow on it pointing to the
right. We were in a field at the time but as I turned the car, I saw faint car tracks down a slope
into a patch of small trees. We followed about half a mile, crossed an old low log bridge,
back up the creek and joined our original logging road where shortly we arrived at a small
cluster of neat, but not fancy, one story cottages, like the old motels with separate buildings,
but in the center of the village was a neat, rather small (compared to most of the big churches
of the towns along the Saint Lawrence) Church!
A small man in clerical robes was working in the garden as we parked and got out of
the car. “Top o’ the Marnin”, he greeted us and asked if we would like to see the Church. Of
course we said yes and he showed us the inside of the church. Every wall, post, and the alter
were magnificently decorated with carved birch bark! We loved it! We had really finally got
to the home of the canoe builders!
It turned out that he was a Jesuit Priest who had been trained in Boston! We made a
generous contribution to the Church and talked about Boston for while. Then we asked about
the canoe builders and found that Ceasar Newashish and his son were not there nor expected
back soon. I think they were off fishing.
We returned to St.-Michel-De-Saint where we spent the night and continued on our
Canadian exploration through Montreal to Ottawa. I had wanted to see the Rideau Canal and
the trip down to the St. Lawrence River, seeing the magnificent, very high old locks, still in
use, mostly by pleasure boats, was very much worthwhile. Continuing our trip, we proceeded
to Gananoque and the ACA Encampment on Sugar Island. Another year without a birch bark!
At the national meeting of the ACA, on November 10, 1974, I was elected National
Commodore, (equivalent to President). With all the administrative work, trips to meetings
and National Championships, I paddled, sailed and raced, but there was not much time for
exploring in 1975 and 1976.
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However, as Commodore, US Representative and Olympic Official, I attended the
ICF World Meeting and the Olympics with all the meetings and parties included. On
July19th, I drove to Sugar Island and left my canoe for the express purpose of not having a
canoe on my car at the Olympics, for fear of having someone steal it. I drove to Montreal and
attended the Meeting of the ICF and the party that evening; Evelyn arrived on the airplane
next day. We had a few days before the Olympics, so, on the spur of the moment, we decided
to run up to Manuan just to see the place.
We drove to Manuan on Sunday, picked some berries, visited the Father and the
Church and found out that Ceasar was back in Montreal, where we had started, at the
Exhibition of Native Crafts! We drove back to St.-Michel-De-Saints. Before dinner, while
touring the town, we visited the shop where a native made some white man’s canvas canoes
which he was proud to show us and tried to sell us. Of course, we complimented him on his
canoes and workmanship but we really were not interested. On our tour of the old barn and
shed which was his factory, I spied a little birch bark canoe back in the corner of the shed and
asked him about it. He said it was broken and he had to fix it. Knowing that it would be a
long time before I got back there again, I examined the canoe and said that I would fix it.
“How much?”, I asked. He was very reluctant to sell it because he was afraid he was
cheating me! But he said, “250 dollars American.” Aside, Evelyn asked if I would be
satisfied with this canoe and not be hot on the trail of another and I said, “Yes.” Someone had
taken one of the two original thwarts out and put in a canvas canoe seat which I wanted to
replace. He said he would make an exact copy of the other thwart and install it in the canoe
while we ate dinner. After dinner we went back and he had put in a beautiful thwart at no
extra charge. But I gave him an extra $10 and we happily loaded our Birch Bark on our car
and drove back to Montreal.
So there we were, happy about finally getting our canoe, but with a canoe on the car
which we really thought might get stolen. Just what we had been trying to avoid! We drove to
the Exposition Center and met Caesar Nawashish and showed him the canoe which he said
he had made “Maybe 20 or 30 years ago.” We admired the Exhibit and bought a little model
bark canoe that they were making for the tourists, which I still have on the mantelpiece.
Back at the motel, we asked where we could store the canoe, but they had no space
long enough. So, from the second floor, we put it out the window onto the first floor roof.
And there, throughout the Olympics we, and everyone else, could see our canoe as we drove
up to the Motel!
The story should stop there. I officiated at the Canoeing Races and we enjoyed the
Olympic Games and Parties. Then we went back to Sugar Island where I performed my
duties as Commodore and raced in the sailing races, winning the Cruising Class race around
the Island, All Outdoor Trophy, in my Dad’s old Willetts.
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Then on Monday, August 9th, we started home and heard hurricane warnings on the
radio. Paying little attention, we stopped and toured the Adirondack Museum at Blue
Mountain Lake and ate a picnic supper. At 8:30, as it got dark, we took off for home in the
rain. Warnings were more specific then. Hurricane Belle was coming up the Hudson and
western New England. The rain and the wind increased and was getting pretty wild as we got
to Albany. I stopped several times to tighten the canoes down. We were worried about losing
our old Willetts and, especially, our new Birch Bark, which had been so difficult to get! We
also stopped at a couple of Motels, which is unusual for us, but they couldn’t squeeze us in.
Finally we stopped at Lee, Massachusetts in the highway service area and slept in the car
resuming our driving when the storm had subsided in the morning. A wild trip!
I patched the major split in the bottom and cheated with a little epoxy. Everything else
was done in the Indian Fashion as I took out a couple of ribs and re-bent them, put in a
couple of thin spruce splittings to support the injured area, bound in the new thwart with
split, water soaked roots and also bound a broken gunwale near the end. Then I refilled all the
breaks and scratches with the “Indian Duct Tape” mixture of boiled pine pitch, rendered
animal fat and charcoal.
I showed the canoe and paddles at a race in Concord, where about 398 people ignored
it and two people admired and asked me questions about it. We paddled it on trips with the
AMC with about the same results. No one took the opportunity to paddle a birch bark that I
offered. I dressed as an Indian in an absolutely pre-Colombian costume of deerskin, with
decorations of a deer hair roach, porcupine quill, native beads and body paint, with a native
basket and Indian paddles, for a video recording introducing Concord’s Historical Sites. This
was shown to visitors in the museum at the National Monument. Also Evelyn and I dressed
in authentic costume as a squaw man and squaw of the Canadian fur trading era for a
Halloween Cruise on the Concord River.
My favorite was, on important occasions, such as the equinox, to dress in the most
primitive Indian attire, sneak out from a secret launching place and paddle silently up and
down the River past other boats at the celebration at Egg Rock (which is the confluence of
the Assabet and Sudbury Rivers to form the Concord River), the Revolutionary War North
Bridge and other places where people were celebrating, and then disappear. The “Spirit of
Meskatequid” surveying what the white man had done to His River! ----- that got a picture on
the front page of the newspaper!
I was the head of the 100th Anniversary Committee of the ACA and organized and
participated in many events. On July 29, 1980, we held the 100th Anniversary National CClass Sailing Championship at the Yacht club at Lake George. On the weekend we held a
Canoe Parade and Celebration at the spot where the ACA was formed and there is a
Commemorative Plaque on a rock facing the Lake. There were about 30 canoes and Evelyn
and I paddled our Osprey with a large ACA Burgee, and Eric Wells paddled the Birch Bark.
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Also, in celebration of the 100th Anniversary, I set up an ACA celebration with the
Antique Boat Museum in Clayton and asked the Wooden Canoe Heritage Association to join
us. On Saturday, August 9, 1980, we set up our ACA exhibit. The WCHA registration was
right next to ours and our boats were all on the lawn together. I had the Birch Bark laid out
with Beric Wells, in full Seneca Costume of the period just before the Revolutionary War,
standing by to answer Questions. We had some races and other demonstrations including the
traditional race between a sailing canoe and a Saint Lawrence skiff (which was first held
about when the ACA started in1880). The next issue of Wooden Canoe reported on the event
with no mention of the ACA at all!
The last trip I took with the canoe was with a group of about thirty people with a
Conservation Organization and we were celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the Lewis and
Clark Journey of exploration. Of course, I had to bring an example of one of the kinds of
boats they used. We stopped along the way up river for parts of the Lewis and Clark story. At
lunchtime I talked very shortly about Birch Bark canoes and they all refused the offer to let
them paddle it. The boats on the trip were mostly plastic canoes with two people and a few
plastic kayaks. Going back down river they were in a hurry to get home for dinner, or
something, and vigorously applied their meager skills to the paddles. I had to get up on one
knee and paddle at, what was to me at that time, racing speed for over three miles. It is a very
slow canoe with so much rocker that, paddled single handed, it spins with each stroke and I
use a “C” stroke. I was tired!
In 2008, I gave” Gasno Gao” to the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton NY. You may
paddle it up there.
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Mystie
1910 Peterborough
Canoe

MYSTIE
Larry Zuk
March 2011
CANOES USED FOR SAILING
These Canoes were primarily rigged and used in the American Canoe Association for
Sailing Racing and Cruising (trips of more than one day with camping, fishing, and even
hunting, outfit on board). All these canoes are significant, not only because they are old, but,
because they are all National Championship Canoes and, furthermore, represent innovations
in the rigging, hull, or both, primarily in the Cruising Class and the ACA Class.
None of these canoes is equipped with any kind of mountings for a rudder or other
steering device. All were intended to be steered by balancing the canoe and the use of a handheld paddle. See my manuscript on the HISTORY OF THE CRUISING CLASS, which
describes these canoes and how they were developed and used.
MYSTIE — 16 foot x 32 inch open style cruising canoe. Used for cruising by sail or
paddle with one or two people, paddling racing with one or two people with both single and
double blades and “open canoe” sailing racing usually with one person.
This canoe has with it the original mast, boom and fittings, leeboard and fitting to
mount the leeboard on the canoe, the old unusable sail, a Dacron copy of the original sail
made by Mrs. Harm, the second owner of the canoe, and a cut down Dacron sail which I used
to sail and race the canoe from 1993–2003. Also there are two single-blade paddles,
originally with the canoe, circa 1910, and a double-bladed paddle with which Tom Zuk won
the paddling trophy at Sugar Island in 1913.
I stood knee deep in the water, slid into the bottom of my canoe, sailed off Canoe
Beach on Sugar Island and was magically transported back almost a hundred years to 1910,
when this canoe first floated these same waters! Same tree I dodge so my sail won’t get
caught -- I’ve been doing that myself for about 70 years -- and as my sail gently fills, watch
that my leeboard doesn’t hit that rock sticking up from the sandy bottom. Only a blow
directly from the north is strong here in Headquarters Bay. Over on my left is the old pier
where the steamboat that services the Islands drops off women, children, camp outfits, food
and supplies from Clayton -- I was carried on to the Island the first time in 1923. I can
remember the steamer and pier from the 30’s and the big old black pilings can still be seen
twenty feet down on the bottom.
Now I am out on the river and I see that old tug pushing a pair of barges down the
Gananoque Channel loaded with timber or iron ore for Montreal and the other smaller
steamer carrying farm products to Quebec. That rich old skipper is proudly guiding his steam
yacht between the islands to his big Summer Estate and another fine big sailing, ketch-rigged
yacht is running strongly down river on the brisk, southwest breeze. Those little boats being
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rowed, or sailed, out are St. Lawrence skiffs with farmers bringing fresh milk, vegetables,
and meat to the campers on the Island – I can remember them from the thirties, honking their
horns as my mother grabbed her pack and bucket and we climbed down the rocks to get our
fresh camp food to add to the canned food we had brought and the fish we caught. And there
are two sailing canoes coming out with newly arriving campers soon to be racing here!
I sailed around the race course and looked back at Sugar Island, Old Squaw Island
and Island 47. They had changed very little and would not change much, except for the
intrusion of a few small cabins, in the 89 years (so far) that I have been going there.
I pointed close into Headquarters Bay and took a few paddle strokes back into reality!
As I pulled my canoe up onto the meadow amongst sailing dinghies, motor boats -- but still
mostly canoes and kayaks -- shining in their fiberglass and epoxy painted skins, including a
few I had made myself, I looked back across the river. That was a big freighter coming out
of Gan, large motorized yachts over toward Gordon Island, beautiful big sailing yachts
running downriver and noisy motor boats and jet skis buzzing around! The two sailing
canoes had zipped into New York Bay as they had back in 1903 and here was Mystie just as
she had been in 1910!
This canoe was a special order from the Peterborough Canoe Company, of Ontario,
Canada. At this time, I have evidence that it was a special design by Farnham Dorsey and
that he specified its construction. It has thwart-ship planking on the outside over long thin
strips the full length of the canoe and some ribbing inside. The outside planking, or “ribs”,
are fastened to each other with mortise and tenon joints. This was uncommon even in those
days, compared to the long longitudinal lapped planking outside over narrow ribs inside, and
is designated by the letter “A” in the number on the inside.
Remember this canoe had to be ordered by mail, built, packed and sent by railroad
from Peterborough to Gananoque. There was a man in Gananoque who did some work on the
canoes for the ACA people and he may have put the special sailing rig on the canoe for
Dorsey. The sail was made in England.
Dorsey had to go by rail from New York or Boston to Clayton, New York and then by
ferry to Sugar Island then to Gananoque by ferry or another canoe to pick up his canoe. On
departure, he had to check it through the customs official on the Island, sail it to Clayton and
then ship it by rail to New York and by wagon (probably) to the canoe club. Think of how
much easier this is now-a-days!
Dorsey was a man who was apparently financially well off. I have an article about his
retirement as Vice president of an oil Companiy in 1954. That would indicate that he was
about 20 when he won the decked championship in 1901 and 30 when he won the cruising in
this canoe and a prominent canoe sailor (See my History of the Cruising Class). He was in
close competition with George Douglass. An article written by Dudley Murphy stated that he
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was a newcomer to Winchester in 2001 and that year won the decked canoe, Sailing Trophy,
at Sugar Island with a new full formed, draft sail as opposed to the batwing sails of the time.
So we know he was an innovator.
Dorsey won the Decked Sailing Trophy in 1901, the Open Canoe championship in
1909, 1910 and 1913, and many races before and after that. With most of the sailors of that
time, he also competed in paddling races, novelty events and canoe tilting. We know that
Dorsey sailed an open canoe Sideboard, and a decked canoe named Celeritas in 1908. In
1909 he raced a decked canoe named Fly and won the Open Canoe Trophy with a canoe
named Emerald. I don’t think he changed the name of one of those canoes. Rather, I think
that he thought, like the rest of us, “If I had a better canoe, I could really beat these fellows!”,
and ordered this new canoe sometime between 1909 and 1910. He continued to win the
Championship until 1913. The letter I received from Mrs. Harm, the woman to whom Dorsey
gave the Canoe, affirms that he won the Championship with it and raced it for three years
after which it was considered a “freak” and “outlawed”. (The canoe and its special rig were
totally within the rules then and still are.) The Peterborough Canoe Company changed its
numbers so many times that no one seems to be able to confirm when it was built.
The canoe has its own special way of hoisting and lowering its rig as required by the
rules. The whole mast is pivoted in a rotating thwart and is moved from horizontal to vertical,
allowing the sail to be a sleeve sail (the earliest one I have encountered on a canoe). There is
also a specially designed fixture for holding the lee board which fastens to the thwart and
allows the lee board to be easily adjusted with the foot from the inside of the canoe as so
many of us like to do. The metal fittings for this had to be designed and specially cast just for
this canoe.
Dorsey sailed both decked canoes and open canoes on the Hudson River and was
listed as being a member of the Knickerbocker Canoe Club but he also sailed in
Massachusetts, with Dudley Murphy and Paul Butler at the Winchester Boat Club on Mystic
Lake (which has been my home lake for the past 38 years and I have sailed Mystie there).
Could “Mystie” have been named after this Lake?
Dorsey continued to attend the Meet at Sugar Island until about 1930 and knew me as
a child. At that time he was back in New York and Dorothy Atkinson asked him if she could
use his old canoe and he gave it to her. She used it on Lake Erie and on the Finger Lakes (a
letter from Dorsey in 1930 is attached to this history). Dorothy Atkinson Harm wrote the
ACA in 1991 seeking to donate the canoe to be preserved. The ACA office, in one of its most
erudite moments, passed the letter on to me. I answered the letter and after a series of
interesting letters and phone calls, arranged for the canoe to be specially packed and
delivered to me (for which I paid $500 of my own money). I promised to exhibit the canoe
and put it in a museum. Some drawings of the rigging and my measurement of the original
sail are attached.
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I rigged the canoe, did some minor repairs, had a Dacron sail cut to almost the same
dimensions of the original sail, and sailed it at various functions. The canoe, when I got it,
weighed 72 pounds, which is about average for a 16 ft. Peterborough. To help me with
carrying it around, I took out the floorboards, which got it down to 68 pounds, but when I
soaked it enough to stop most of the leaking, it was over 70 again. The rig seemed very
fragile to me and I was anticipating trouble when the first hard puff hit me. The little old
canoe just nestled down, tipped very little and accelerated with the puff. Very easy to sail!
I sailed Mystie from 1993 until 2003, exhibiting it at Blue Mountain Lake and other
places, and raced it in the Ladybug Trophy in 2002 and got second! (later that year I won the
Nationals in the 1935 Willetts), showing that the old canoes preformed very favorably against
today’s sophisticated, tall-masted rigs! I also sailed it at Sugar Island for the 100th
Anniversary in the “Antique Canoe Parade”. In fact, it was the antique boat parade! Shirley
Proctor showed up with Dudley Murphy’s 1903 sailing canoe, Banshee, later.
It is so hard to believe this that I almost left it out. The only damage to the canoe
occurred when it was lying overturned, well up from the beach, among other craft at Canoe
Beach during the 2003 Encampment.
Pictures of the canoe are attached and I will find more and add them to the report.
On July 25, 2008 I took “Mystie” to the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, New York,
very near the pier where she first entered the U. S. A. nearly 100 years ago, around 1910!
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Undine IV
1935 Willetts
Canoe

WILLETTS -- UNDINE IV
Larry Zuk March 2011
CANOES USED FOR SAILING
These Canoes were primarily rigged and used in the American Canoe Association for
Sailing Racing and Cruising (trips of more than one day with camping, fishing, and even
hunting, outfit on board). All these canoes are significant, not only because they are old, but,
because they are all National Championship Canoes and, furthermore, represent innovations
in the rigging, hull, or both, primarily in the Cruising Class and the ACA Class.
None of these canoes is equipped with any kind of mountings for a rudder or other
steering device. All were intended to be steered by balancing the canoe and the use of a handheld paddle.
See my manuscript on the HISTORY OF THE CRUISING CLASS, which describes
these canoes and how they were developed and used.
UNDINE IV—17ft. x 34in., Open style cruising canoe, Used for cruising by sail or
paddle, single or double blade, with one or two people in “open canoe” sailing racing, usually
with one person. Made by Willetts Brothers, Tacoma, Washington, these canoes were built
with full length western cedar strips outside and full cedar planking inside thwartship, as
opposed to ribs far apart with planking outside. The tacks were well driven for a smooth
outside finish. There were two seats of flat fore and aft spruce slats about 1 in. wide. This
stock model canoe came with a mast thwart, designed by Tom Zuk, and a bronze mast step
installed. The gunwales and thwarts were all teak. The canoe weighed exactly 80 pounds and
cost $80 plus shipping.
This canoe has with it the original sailing rig, made by Thomas S. Zuk, Senior, who
won Cruising Class Trophies at Sugar Island, and elsewhere, from 1920 through 1956. He
raced this canoe from 1936 through 1956. I raced this canoe from 1936 until winning the
National Championship with it in 2002 (68 years). It also has the long narrow single blade
that he used for racing, for all the time he sailed the canoe, I believe, and I used this paddle
until the end of 2010 and will give it to the Museum. The canoe went to the museum in 2008.
After my father sold his 16x30 decked sailing canoe in1932, we had no canoe in the
family. Since I had raced and won paddling races at Sugar Island in 1934, he decided we
needed a canoe to properly bring up two sons. He had seen Steve Lysak’s 1934 Willetts
canoe and he and I went to look at it and measure it. He had first learned about these canoes
from a 1932 National Geographic Story about sailing the canoe from Seattle, Washington, to
Alaska up the inside passage.
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There was available a sailing rig made by Willetts with a removable skeg under the
boat in place of lee boards. I saw and sailed one of these rigs at Tacoma in 1982 and
unfortunately did not measure it.
This new canoe, which we got in the Summer of 1936, was our family canoe.
Although we raced it, I also learned to paddle in it and we trained for paddling racing, used it
for fishing and with family and with friends took long cruising camping trips—as it turned
out—for 75 years and four generations!
My father then made a new style rig with an arm on the mast on which the boom
pivoted without having “mast shadow” from being close to, often touching, the mast on one
tack. He published this design, along with drawings of the rigs currently being sailed in 1936.
My father was not so good with tools, so I don’t know how much of the work he did himself,
except I remember working on the leeboard. Dad designed the sail and worked with George
Ratsey, whom he knew quite well. Ratsey and Lapthorn, whose loft was on City Island, were
famous for making America’s Cup winning Yacht sails.
A few of these rigs were made, one of which was Jess Mossburg’s, featured in
Wooden Canoe Magazine, which, unfortunately, cut out the part about the rig’s being
designed by Tom Zuk and Adam Wahl. (The original article, sent to me by the author, had
this information.) My dad also made, or supervised the making of, the exact same sailing
rigging of another Willetts Canoe for Carl Staley which I arranged to be given to the Mystic
Seaport Museum. Those are the only canoes I know of with exactly the same rigging. Carl
later put a rudder on the canoe which, I am sure, disturbed the balance of the rig so it was
difficult to come to windward.
At the same time, Dad reserved a tent platform at the Atlantic Division Camp at Lake
Sebago. So in 1936 we started sailing at Lake Sebago. We gathered the seven canoes which
had sailing rigs on them and started a series of handicap races with the Willet’s, as the fastest
canoe, with no handicap. Each sailor sailed all the seven canoes, rotating each weekend. I can
remember winning my first sailing race in George Bonnington’s eighteen foot White Maine
Guide Model. For some reason, with my light weight and skill, that canoe just went well for
me! We kept the Willetts at Sebago and developed an increasingly larger fleet through 1940
when I went away to
college.
This canoe was raced by Tom Zuk during that period on the Hudson at Von Dolan’s at
Edgewater, New Jersey, where Hans Waldinger kept his canoe. Only the two of them were
active to keep the Cruising Class alive. I remember running their races down there, around
1937 or 1938, and Hans kept winning. In 1941 this canoe was taken to the Island Canoe
Club, on City Island, where the decked canoes were, and the races were held there. I came
back from the Navy in 1946 and my Dad said, “You race it!” He had won the Lady Bug so I
went into the Nationals and got third. Doug Cummings Sr. and Junior, both, were in prime
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shape. In 1947 I got second. I only got to sail occasionally but Dad sailed the canoe there for
years.
In 1955, Tom sold his business and moved to Cambridge, Maryland, where he sailed
out of his back yard, and then went to Sugar Island. The two Willetts canoes had the race of
the century between the ten year younger Steve Lysak, who had been winning for years, and
the 65 year old veteran, Tom Zuk. In the last race, in a heavy blow, Tom won the Cruising
Trophy he had first won in 1921! Lysak’s canoe is still around in the hands of one of the
decked canoe sailors. This was the only time that Lysak was beaten at Sugar Island in 10
years from 1954 to 1963!
The canoe was sailed almost daily in the summer in the Chesapeake Bay and Sugar
Island until 1967. It was very worn out, so Dad decided to trash it and took all the fittings off.
But I persuaded him to bring it to Colorado and I kept it. I brought it back to New England in
1969.
When I came back to the East from Colorado, I was sailing the Kidder whitewater
canoe I had been sailing in Colorado and I paddled it and sailed it at Sugar Island in 1970.
I knew my Dad’s Willetts needed considerable rebuilding so I needed a canoe to sail
immediately. In June, 1971, I saw a Lincoln, which was being made right up the river from
my house and bought an 18 footer which was nice for camping trips but really too big for
cruising sailing. Working quickly with information at hand, I ordered a Wilkinson 45 sq. ft.
main sail from his sail maker in New Jersey, got a small jib from Lou Whitman and made a
rig, including a rudder, so that the canoe cold be sailed in the Cruising class with mainsail
and paddle and in C-Class with added jib and rudder. I sailed it in 1971 and 1972.
We had been making rigs for my Lincoln and Sawyer and for Larry Morse. So Larry
and a high school friend of he family, Karen Jenkins, was helping me work on the Willetts.
Probably some others helped as there were always canoe people working in my basement
shop.
On June 2, 1972, I bought some fine Sitka spruce planks from Stew Coffin who lived
nearby and was going out of the canoe building business, and on June 3rd started rebuilding
the Willetts. The floor, where the sailor steps in and sits, was worn completely through the
inside thwartship planking and the canoe had been painted outside with house paint!
So I had to put planking in the bottom, which I did with thin strips of marine plywood
glued in with glass and epoxy. And, because of the color, took as much of the paint off as I
could, and still leave some wood, and covered it with Dynel and acrylic plastic died white. It
had the original rig which I copied for a spare rig. But I sailed it with the original rig except
for replacing the leeboard, which I saved. Dad had shortened the leeboard because of the
shallow water in Chesapeake Bay in which he was sailing. But it has that original leeboard in
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the Museum. I had the spare sail made by a sail maker in Marblehead, but was not entirely
satisfied with his work I tried some others in Marblehead trying to find a sail maker that
understood small boats and was willing to make one new sail at time, not easy!
I finally sailed the Willetts at Sugar Island on August 8, 1972, in probably its first race
in about 15 years, for a 3rd place in the Trophy and at Sebago in September for a 5th place
out of 12 canoes in the Nationals. Deciding that I was not going to win in that canoe, I
bought a Sawyer Canadian from Lou Whitman, who thought it would make a fast sailing
canoe. I rigged it first with my spare Willetts rig and raced both canoes at Sebago and Sugar
for three years and decided, finally, that I was not going to win with this canoe against the
new canoes with high Marconi rigs. However, in 1976, I did win the All Outdoor Trophy for
cruising canoes around Sugar Island with the Willetts!
In the 1930’s in addition to using the canoe at Lake Sebago, we took trips and sailed
in the salt water at City Island, Great South Bay and Long Island Sound. In 1938, when I was
15, my Father let me take my first long, sailing, camping trip. On a Saturday morning in
early September, my Dad drove us up to the Mamaroneck Yacht Club and we embarked with
complete camp outfit, sailing the Willetts up Long Island Sound. In fair, but brisk weather we
sailed up the New York and Connecticut coast to our island destination off of Rowayton, Ct.
We set up camp, found some Indian arrow points and net sinkers, cooked our dinner and
enjoyed the evening at our camp fire. Sunday morning we struck camp, loaded the canoe and
started back. The wind picked up from the southwest as we sailed a close reach down the
coast. Finally, late in the afternoon, we were heading into some three or four foot waves. Our
port tack was driving us into shore and I really was afraid to tack out away from land where
the wind and tide would take us out into the middle of Long Island Sound. As we were being
driven close to the Sea Wall at Mamaroneck harbor with the waves pounding high on the
rocks, I decided that we could just make it on that tack and sneak into Mamaroneck harbor—
and we made it!
Wet and cold, we landed on a small beach amongst the rocks. Relieved to be ashore
and not out there in what as now pretty heavy wind and high sea, we walked up to the house
and knocked on the door of the house on whose beach we had landed. Fortunately, they were
sympathetic, friendly and helpful to the two cold, wet teenage mariners. We called my folks
and while we waited for them to come pick us up, we got the canoe and its load up to the
driveway ready to load on the car. My mother had been worried and was glad to have her son
back home safe and unharmed. My Dad was angry because we weren’t skillful enough to
finish the trip and he had the extra work of picking us up!
Another cruise we took in 1937 or 1938 in the Willetts was on the Hudson. Again Al
Northrup was with me as Dad helped us embark from the Yonkers Canoe Club and we sailed
up the Hudson and then paddled up the Croton River past the old Dutch Colonial Manor
House (I think it was Stuyvesant; there was no State Park there at that time) to a small cabin
where Dad’s friend and fellow Club member, artist and canoeist Teddy Cornu had made a 30
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foot canoe “mother ship” and taught boys to make some small kayaks for going on trips up
and down the Hudson. We had made arrangements to camp there. We set up camp and looked
around. We started finding worked stone and then started digging in the garden in front of the
Manor House and found a few arrowheads and scrapers and net sinkers. An elderly lady
came out of the house and we thought she would have us arrested or at least chase us away.
But she asked us what we were doing, invited us into the house and showed us some fine old
Mohawk clothing and a carrying bag that had been in the family for generations! She let us
keep looking for artifacts and we had an enjoyable day. We hated to leave as we packed the
Willetts and sailed off down the Hudson to Yonkers.
After the war, I was guiding in Maine, taking young people on ten day canoe trips, but
we did not use the Willetts. I had the old, canvas Morris that I had rebuilt and a new White
Maine Guide canoe and some other old beat up canvas canoes which served our tripping
purposes.
But when I returned from Colorado and rebuilt the Willetts, we started The Great
Cruises--sailing canoe trips of three or four days in various parts of New England and The
Adirondacks. Those trips included the first few to Lake Sebago, Maine and Beale Island on
the coast of Maine and then Great Cruises such as from Cupsuptic down Mooselicmeguntic
and Richardson Lakes, Moosehead Lake, West Grand Lake, Long Lake and Sebago in Maine
and, of course Winnepasaukee in New Hampshire. We also sailed on Lake George, Lake
Champlain, the Saranac Lakes, Racquet Lake and Blue Mountain Lake in New York. The
Willetts was used on many of these trips by Evelyn and me or loaned to others to go with us.
Most of this tripping was done with Larry Morse, Phil LeMieux, a fellow named Gordon and
Larry Haff. We continued to use the canoe in racing, day trips and camping trips which is
what a “cruising canoe” is all about.
So, in 1976 and 1977, I designed, and built a stripper, which I called the Osprey, to
win the races at Sebago. And it did! I started sailing the Osprey in 1978 and won the Trophy
at Sugar Island in 1979 and started winning at Lake Sebago.
I loaned the Willetts to Sebago for a training boat, but a beginner capsized and twisted
and broke out the mast thwart and it remained unused. The sailors there just wanted to win
the races and thought their turn would come. They didn’t want to train beginners and tried to
discourage me from racing.
In 1985, I picked up the British sailors at the airport and entertained them at my house
and we took five canoes to Maine, rigged for ACA Class and C class sailing, including the
Willetts. I replaced the mast thwart, varnished and cleaned it up. We also took them cruising
in Maine. One of the Brits stayed until Labor Day and got a third in the Cruising Class
Nationals with the Willetts!
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I was winning so much that I usually took off from the races some years as I don’t
think it is good for a sport to be dominated by one or two people but rather to encourage
people by letting them have some success. In 2002, however, I decided, instead, to race
antique canoes to compare how they sailed relative to modern canoes. Both the Willetts and
Dorsey’s 1909 Peterborough had small hoisting and lowering rigs which conformed to the
rules as they were in 1909 and 1935. They conformed to the 2000 rules also. The other
canoes would not conform to the 1935 rules but to the present rules which permitted high full
battened sails. I got second in the Lady Bug with Mystie, the 1909 Peterborough, principally
because Don Uebel had an exceptionally fine day! But in September, I won the National
Championship with the 1936 Willetts Canoe, which Dad called “Undine”, and was the fourth
canoe by that name. Afterwards, I realized that the Willetts canoe had never won the
Nationals before although it won everything else!
The canoe was not sailed very much after that. After 74 years of service, I put the
Willetts with the Osprey and the first Dragonfly in the antique boat Museum in Clayton in
2008.
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Osprey
1978 Strip Built
Canoe

OSPREY
Strip Built Cruising Canoe -- ACA Hull No. 12
Larry Zuk
Nov 2010
These Canoes were primarily rigged and used in the American Canoe Association for
Sailing Racing and Cruising (trips of more than one day with camping, fishing, and even
hunting, outfit on board). All these canoes are significant, not only because they are old, but,
because they are all National Championship Canoes, and furthermore, represent innovations
in the rigging, hull or both, primarily in the Cruising Class and the ACA Class.
None of these canoes is equipped with any kind of mountings for a rudder or other
steering device. All were intended to be steered by balancing the canoe and the use of a
hand-held paddle.
See my manuscript on the HISTORY OF THE CRUISING CLASS, which describes
these canoes and how they were developed and used.
Osprey — l978 Open Cruising Strip canoe, Sitka spruce with mahogany gunwales,
stems and thwarts. 16ft. x 35 inches. Laid up with no metal fasteners (no tack or staple
holes), acrylic plastic with 10 oz. glass cloth outside and 6 oz. inside. Original launched
weight 56 lbs. The gunwales, decks and thwarts were varnished but the hull never coated
with anything but the acrylic resin. Comes with original 14 ft. Sitka spruce mast I made, 50
sq. ft. fully battened cruising sail made by Marblehead Sails to my design drawings, leeboard
and thwart and one or two single blades used for cruising sailing. Designed and built by
Larry Zuk, it is probably the first canoe ever designed specifically for open canoe sailing
racing. Raced and cruised for 35 years, it never needed re-gluing, was only patched outside
and is still in good seaworthy condition.
In 1969, I moved from Colorado back east to leave the whitewater and resume my
sailing racing. I had rigged a whitewater canoe (the Kidder, which I also gave to the
Museum) and had six canoes sailing in Colorado but no racing. I also rigged an 18 ft. Lincoln
with a 45 ft. tall battened sail. Also, I bought a Sawyer Canadian, 16 ft. canoe from Lou
Whitman which I used for cruising racing with my spare rig for the Willetts. I sold the
Lincoln but sailed the Sawyer and rigged it for ACA and C-Class and we used it as a training
canoe for many years. When I rebuilt my dad’s old Willetts canoe and started racing at Lake
Sebago and Sugar Island, I soon realized that the old canoe was not going to be competitive
with the new tall rigs (but I finally won the National Championship in 2002 with it), so I
decided to design and build a really championship canoe!
I read the only book on building strippers that I could find and, I believe, saw one or
two canoes and decided that, in the book, there was too much of the process left out. If I
were going to put that much money and time into a canoe, I’d be damned if it were going to
have all those little tack or staple holes in it! I tried the soaking in carbonate that was
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recommended for removing them but it didn’t work. So, I fastened each strip to the mold
with clamps and rubber bands and glued each to the previous plank. I have never used a
metal fastener in the Osprey for any purpose. It is entirely glued and is, without any repairs
or re-gluing, in fine shape 35 years later. There is varnish on the gunwales, decks and thwarts
but only resin on the inside and outside of the hull. I made a series of slides of two
“strippers” being made and gave lectures, using the actual finished canoes on display.
In 1976, I had bought a Sawyer Canadian from Lou Whitman who thought it would
make a good open canoe sailing boat. I was rigging it with a copy of my Dad’s Willetts rig.
In February of 1976 I bought some Sitka spruce and some Mahogany from Condon’s, in
White Plains, most of which was used for spars but some was used for gunwales and thwarts
for the canoes. I cleaned the shop and built a wall and tried to dustproof the shop. I
varnished the Willetts gunwales and thwarts, worked on the decked canoe, and designed and
ordered some sails. This was all preliminary to building a canoe.
Larry Morse, Phil Lemieux and some others were all working with me to rig their
canoes for sailing so, we, together, were making spars, leeboards, mast thwarts and leeboard
thwarts. My basement was a canoe factory! One of my notes says, “43 hours shop work last
week”. But along with this, work started on the Osprey as on April 17, 1976, Larry Morse
and I cut long strips of Sitka which were mostly used for spars but some for gunwales and
thwarts. And on April 22nd my notes say “cut mold” and “design boat”.
The basic design was completely new and had never been done. The canoe was
primarily designed for small lakes with light puffy winds. It did very well, actually, in the
hard winds and large waves at Sugar Island, but as I grew older, with my weight of less than
145 lbs., it was difficult for me to handle. This meant large sail area, quick starting and less
resistance at slow speeds, designed displacement of 215 lbs., and light weight as possible.
This was the first time I used the calculus since college days. I describe the design as “slide
rule assisted”, as opposed to the later computer-assisted designs.
Although the basic design had been made, now this was “lofting” which was making
full size drawings for the mold forms. May 14th and June 17th still said “working on mold”.
Work continued on my Willetts and the Sawyer that I was sailing. There is a box in my notes
which says “April 17, 76 first cut on boat planks -- May 14, 76 mold started -- March 24, 77
boat started.”
Remember, I was commodore of the ACA in 1975 and 1976 and in 1977, still a
member of the council, traveling to meetings, and I was racing the Sawyer and campingcruising in the Willetts and we were making sailing rigs. But work continued on the new
Osprey. I don’t have the details at hand for 1977 but the planking had been glued together
and the glass put on and the mold disassembled so we could work on the hull. In January
1978, I was working on thwarts and in February and March sanding the inside of the canoe
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and putting on gunwales and decks. Sanding, plastic and varnish are also mentioned. On May
30th, I was “gluing mast Osprey”.
On June 10th, 1978, my notes say, “Launched Canoe Cochituate”. This is followed by
a couple of weeks of sanding the inside of the canoe, varnishing gunwales, and also finishing
spars, leeboard, thwarts, and spray board.
The canoe and rig had been under construction for a long time because I work
carefully and we were doing many other activities. As an illustration, let me tell you about
the previous two months. On July 1st and 2nd, I raced at Sebago in the Ladybug and was 2nd
in one race and 5th overall. On July 3rd we took a local river cruise, on the 8th and 9th, a sailing
cruise to Beale Island, Maine, and on the 15th, sailed in the decked canoe Eastern IC
Championships at Ram Island in Buzzards Bay. On July 22nd, started packing and spent from
the 24th to the 28th at my folk’s on Chesapeake Bay with a trip to see Ben Fuller at St.
Michaels. Then spent July 29th and 30th at the C-Class Nationals at Oceanport, New Jersey.
On the way home, I picked up, with my trailer, a decked canoe at Danny’s and another at Lou
Whitman’s for the fellows in Dayton.
On Monday, July 30th, we had a National Council meeting at Sebago and on August
1st, Evelyn and I flew to Honolulu on our trip to Hawaii and Alaska to visit our Daughter,
returning on August 24th.
On Saturday, August 26th we raced the Eastern C-Class
Championships at Bowman’s and I sailed the Osprey with its cruising rig against the bigger
sails and rudders, getting 4th out of ten canoes. On September 2nd and 3rd I raced the Osprey
in its first cruising races and beat Gordon Miller and Joe Klecka for the first time! I was
second to Gordon, beating Klecka in the regatta field of 13 canoes!
It took a long time building from April 17, 1976 to August 25, 1978 -- two years and
four months. The Osprey was designed and built to win Cruising Class Sailing races on Lake
Sebago and on its 5th day of sailing, it did!
I won the Cruising Trophy at Sugar Island in 1979 and in 1980 won two of the three
races but because of the scoring of the time (with extra points for the windward-leeward
race) Joe Klecka got first. I was second, and Gordon Miller was third. And I beat those big
fellows in a heavy wind! Although the canoe was allowed 50 sq. ft. under the cruising rules,
I sailed it, frequently, with the smaller ACA Class Sail, winning the National ACA Class,
Tom Zuk Trophy, at Sugar in 1985. In 1982, the ACA Class became a National Class and I
had designed it so that the sail could be used on most canoes in the Cruising Class and CClass as well.
In 1983, I won the combined sailing-paddling race for the ACA’s oldest race, The
Record, for which the Admiralty Trophy is awarded. But Steve Clark in an illegal decked
canoe beat me for the overall series. At age 61, second was not too bad. But the following
year, 1984, I won the paddling, sailing and the combined races, to win the ACA’s oldest
3

competition on its 100th Anniversary! The Osprey won many races for 15 years from 1978,
with both the big cruising sail and the ACA Class Sail, every trophy for the Cruising Class
and ACA Class, until 1992 when I designed, built and sailed the Dragonfly.
The Osprey was only used for camping-cruising trips with the ACA Class sail a few
times. It has plenty of space with its wide beam and is very good for this purpose but I used
the glass Sawyer and the old Willetts more for those trips.
In 2002 I loaned the Osprey to Dave Sherman to sail at Sebago. They thought I
loaned it to the Division. So, Tom Uebel, who had not been sailing for several years because
of his lung problems, decided to sail it. I won the Lady Bug but he beat me in the Nationals.
So the 2003 National Championship was its last race, so far, and I think that it is still the
fastest light wind, Cruising Class Canoe. The computer testing that we did substantiated this.
At faster speeds or with the small ACA Class sail the Dragonfly is faster. The Dragonfly was
computer-assisted design.
Partly to make certain that no one else borrowed it and beat me in a race, I gave the
Osprey to the Antique Boat Museum in 2008.
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LAUNCHED -- Lake Cochituate
June 10, 1978

OSPREY 1978
STRIP BUILT CANOE
Designed & built by Larry Zuk

LAKE SEBAGO
July 1978

LADY BUG TROPHY JULY 1978
First Race Larry ever beat
Gordon Miller and Joe Klecka
Series: 1. Miller 2. Zuk 3. Klecka

A.C.A. 100th ANNIVERSARY
Lake George --- 1980

LAKE CHAMPLAIN 1979
Eastern Class C Championship

MERRYMEETING LAKE
FIRST RACE --- 1978
Eastern Class C Championship

HIGH ROCK LAKE
North Carolina 1982
Class C Nationals

MASSABESIC LAKE
ACA Class Nationals
1985

LAKE SEBAGO
1999
Class C Nationals
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Falcon -- 1953
Manana Decked
Sailing Canoe

THE DECKED SAILING CANOE -- FALCON
Larry Zuk
March 2011
Decked Sailing Canoe: International 10 Sq. M., named “FALCON”, ACA No. 90,
which is also its IC Number; Lou Whitman design, “Manana II”, Cold Molded by Max
Anderson of Sweden in 1953, fitted, rigged and sailed by David Fishman. These canoes
were designed to the new International Rules agreed to by the U.S. and Great Britain in
1934, which were stated in metric measurements. The original measurements, made in
1953 read 17’3/4” length, 40’3/4” width and 23.8” depth.
The canoe comes with her original rigging and sails, No. 90, and an extra set of
Dacron sails from Lou Whitman. She has been slightly altered to swing the centerboard
up and down, but with the parts saved to restore it to its original state. It can be sailed but
has a leak, probably in the centerboard trunk.
Louis Whitman, famous International Canoe sailor and designer-builder, designed
two of these “Manana” canoes. According to my records, Manana No. I, in 1945, was
made by Lou Whitman and later destroyed. And Manana II, in 1948, was also destroyed.
He then ordered a number of these latter hulls to be made in Sweden and shipped to City
Island, New York, and made available to our sailors. According to my records, which
were made at the time, not later (attached to this description), there were 5 hulls ordered
from Max Anderson in 1953 and 5 in 1954. Dave Fishman’s canoe, No. 90, and Frank
Hahn’s, No. 74, now in the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, NY, and Jesse Fishman’s,
No. 92, at Mystic Seaport in Connecticut, were in the 1953 group. At the Island Canoe
Club, with the help of Lou Whitman, these canoes were decked, fitted and rigged by the
individual sailors but are remarkably similar. With the same wood shell, they could be
finished wider or deeper or with different decking or centerboard trunk and mast
placement. I was there in 1953, and saw these canoes (even took a picture of Dave’s with
my real falcon sitting on the bow).
The Fishmans, Whitmans and Zuks were very close both socially and in canoeing
at City Island and at Sugar Island in the 20’s and 30’s, when I was young and hung
around the club until 1935, when we got the Willetts and went to Sebago. Also after I
was in the Navy from 1946 through 1949. I was at college, in the Navy and in Colorado
winning white water races and was only a visitor, racing in the Cruising Class sailing
Nationals in 1946 and 1947, occasionally visiting home and going to City Island.
Jesse Fishman was a better sailor but Dave, and this canoe, competed until at least
1956 and, perhaps, raced or just sailed at City Island and Great South Bay after that. With
it, Dave won the Crane Trophy in 1949, the Mab in 1950 and the Mermaid in 1952. (See
more in Sailing With Champions by Fay Jordaens with Larry Zuk.)
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In 1965 I heard that Dave wanted to sell the canoe and wrote him. He was
delighted to keep the canoe “in the family” and I bought her for $500.00. Dave crated it
in New York and shipped it and on May 29 I bought a trailer for it. On June 1, 1965,
while I was at work, the Canoe was delivered in Denver and the truck driver and my 97
pound wife, Evelyn, wrestled the 250 pound crated Canoe on to the trailer in the garage. I
came home the proud possessor of my first International Sailing Canoe! (I had sailed on
my father’s 16x30 decked canoe for the first time in 1927.) I had done most of my
winning white water races and was getting a few open canoes rigged. We had six canoes
sailing on Cherry Creek Reservoir and I intended to try out the decked canoe there.
Sometimes going with the Denver Sailing Club, I sailed her on lakes like Carter
Lake at 6000 feet altitude, Shadow Mountain at 10,000 feet, and Dillon Reservoir, at
about 7000 feet. In the cold waters of Colorado, we always used wet suits for sailing, but
not much in white water. My 17-year-old daughter, Erica, was racing white water with
me in the C-2, and by herself in the kayak, and she liked to sail. We sailed the Falcon
side-by-side on the sliding seat and one skippered on starboard tack and went out on the
sliding seat and the other skippered on the port tack! This required very close
cooperation as the crew handled the sheet lines and centerboard and both had to get off
the seat at precisely the same time so that the sliding seat could be moved from side to
side or inboard or outboard!
With my tiny wife, Evelyn, it was different. She bravely participated in camping,
fishing and running all but the roughest white water, and sailed with me in the open canoe
on Cherry Creek Reservoir. Somewhat reluctantly, she agreed to try out this new
adventure in canoeing. So, fortified with our wet suits and life jackets, and accompanied
by other sailing dinghies, we embarked on the decked canoe and scooted down the lake
exhilarated by the speed and growing more confident. Suddenly, a quick, hard puff of
wind hit us, my reaction was inadequate and too late, and I yelled, “We are going over!”
This is not an infrequent occurrence on a decked canoe, especially in the
mountains with their changeable wind currents. The canoe lies down on its lee beam
with the skipper (who was out there to windward on the sliding seat) sitting on top of the
windward side of the hull, in this case staring down into the lake where his passenger had
disappeared! Instantly, she popped up out of the water and grabbed the shroud close at
hand. “Everything is okay”, I comforted her, “just hang on!” Standing on the hull,
holding the main sheet tight and pulling down on the sliding seat, I brought the boat
upright. Evelyn, not too strong with her small arms, could not climb back onto the canoe.
It was similar to climbing out of a swimming pool without a ladder. I couldn’t go over
there and put both of us on the same side of the canoe, so I turned the canoe back over
again, leaned over and helped her up to hold onto the windward shroud. I turned the
canoe back upright again and there she was, lying across the boat and only had to roll
over and sit up!
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After about seven knockdowns, we got cold and tired and came in. Some time
later, a Club member offered to take her out for a sail in a Lido 14, a small dingy. When
they returned, I asked her how she liked the sail, to which she replied, “It was like riding
in a baby carriage!”
I raced in a few “one of a kind” regattas, beating everyone except the C-Scows,
but sailing in the tricky mountain winds and dunking in the ice cold water really was not
the most enjoyable sailing experience. We sailed mostly near Denver on Cherry Creek
Reservoir with our group of open canoes. I also used the decked sailing canoe mast,
sails, rudder and tiller to rig a catamaran using two Kidder white water canoes, which we
sailed in Colorado and even in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Mexico!
In 1969, I brought the Falcon back to Massachusetts where I sailed her,
demonstrating and loaning her to sailors to try to get them to join the sport. In 1977, I
raced and Chris Converse sailed in the Falcon for his first race at Ram Island and later
became National Champion. Ted Bowman took his first sail on a decked canoe in New
Hampshire, becoming a decked canoe sailor in addition to his championship open canoe
sailing. As I devoted my time to racing Cruising Class canoes, it was not used much
after 1979.
In 1981, I was chosen by the ICF to be the North American Representative on the
International Sailing Committee and as such went to meetings in England and Canada,
and was a Judge and Measurer at the World Championships in Marion, Massachusetts in
Buzzards Bay. I have attached some pictures of that occasion and of the International
Committee.
I have attached some pictures of the canoe in 1953, and, later articles on racing in
the Rockies and then racing again in New England. Also attached are some early
measurements of both Frank Hahn’s No. 74 and Dave Fishman’s No. 90 made in 1953
when they were first rigged. Also included is the list of decked sailing canoes rigged and
registered starting in 1935. In 1934, the first international decked canoe sailing rules
were established and my father, Tom Zuk, was elected the first ACA National Measurer
(see my manuscript on “The Demise of the 16x30 Sailing Canoe”).
My relationship with decked sailing canoes started with rides on my father’s
16x30 in 1927 and continued from measuring canoes at the International Challenge Cup
series in 1933, to owning, sailing and racing this canoe, “Falcon”, to being on the ICF
Sailing Committee in the 1980’s, to writing Decked Sailing History now in 2011, and
who knows where else?
In 2008, I donated the Falcon to the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, NY.
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NEW SWIVELING
CENTERBOARD

ARRIVAL IN
DENVER CRATED

INTERNATIONAL 10M
DECKED CANOE
FALCON NO. 90
CARTER LAKE 1965
Erica and Larry Zuk

CARTER LAKE
Altitude 6000 feet

DECKED CANOE NO. 90

SHADOW MOUNTAIN
Altitude 10,000 Feet

Erica and Larry
Sailing 1966 - 1968

DECKED SAILING RIG
on Two Kidder Canoes
at Shadow Mountain
(later in Gulf of Mexico)
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DECKED
CANOE
NO. 90

Chris Converse in Falcon
First decked sailing race
at Left -- David Lagreeze

SAILNG BUZZARDS
BAY off Clark’s Ram
Island, July 1977

Left to right
Steve Lysak,
David Lagreeze,
Hannah Clark in Falcon,
Chris Converse,
Steve Clark

INTERNATIONAL CANOE FEDERATION Sailing Committee
Upper left: Arthur Neveling, Chairman
L to R: Ernst Otte--Germany, Walter Pollman--Germany, Larry Zuk--USA, Per
Sheuhult--Sweden, Seated; Peter Wells--England;
Lower Right: Noble Enge--USA (invited measurer); Upper Right: Van Clark, Skipper

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
1981
BUZZARDS BAY
MARION, MASS

MEASURING SAILS
in German Metric Units
Larry Zuk and Walter Pollman
Lois Wells, Recording
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